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Dear Councillor
Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee
You are requested to attend the meeting of the Communities, Regeneration and
Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee to be held in the Training and
Conference Centre on the First Floor of the Council Offices at Number One
Riverside, Smith Street, Rochdale, on Thursday, 4th February 2016, starting at
6.15pm. The agenda and supporting papers are attached.
If you require advice on any agenda item involving a possible Declaration of Interest
which could affect your right to speak and/or vote, please refer to the Code of Conduct or
contact the Monitoring Officer or Deputies or staff in the Governance and Committee
Services Team at least 24 hours in advance of the meeting.
Yours Faithfully
David Wilcock
Head of Legal and Governance Reform
Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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Councillor Neil Butterworth (Chair)
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Rochdale Borough Council
COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Thursday, 4th February 2016 at 6.15 pm
Training and Conference Suite, First Floor, Number One Riverside, Smith
Street, Rochdale, OL16 1XU
AGENDA
Apologies for Absence
1.

Declarations of Interest

1-2

Members must indicate at this stage any items on the agenda in
which they must declare an interest. Members must verbally give
notice of their interest at the meeting and complete the form attached
with this agenda.
Members are also advised to take advice with regard to any matter
where there is potential bias or predetermination in any business to
be considered at the meeting and whether they should take part in
decision making at the meeting.
Members are reminded that, in accordance with the Localism Act
2011 and the Council's adopted Code of Conduct, they must declare
the nature of any discloseable pecuniary interest; personal interest
and/or prejudicial interest required of them and, in the case of any
discloseable pecuniary interest or prejudicial interest, withdraw from
the meeting during consideration of the item, unless permitted
otherwise within the Code of Conduct.
2.

Minutes

3-9

To consider the minutes of the meeting of the Committee held 10th
December 2015
3.

Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny 10 - 19
Committee - Work Programme 2015/2016

4.

Exclusion of Press and Public
To consider excluding the press and public from the meeting during
consideration of the following three items of business in accordance
with the provisions of Section 100A (4) of the Local Government Act
1972, as amended.

5.

Update on Community Cohesion Hub Activities in Rochdale Borough

20 - 34

6.

Asylum Dispersal in Rochdale and Across Greater Manchester

35 - 38

7.

Highways Shared Service - Outline Business Case

39

Presentation by Director of Neighbourhoods
8.

Readmission of Press and Public

9.

RBH Performance Report

40 - 62

10.

Directorate Plans 2015-16: Quater3 Performance Update

63 - 89

11.

Greater Manchester Spatial Framework

90 - 95

12.

GMCA/AGMA Scrutiny Pool

96 - 105

To note the minutes of the meetings held 9th October and 11th
December 2015.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CODE OF CONDUCT ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL ON 25TH JULY 2012, MEMBERS ARE REQUIRED TO DECLARE DISCLOSABLE
PECUNIARY INTERESTS, PERSONAL INTERESTS AND PREJUDICIAL INTERESTS (LISTED ON THEIR REGISTER OF INTERESTS).
MEMBERS SHOULD REFER TO THE CODE OF CONDUCT AND/OR THE MONITORING OFFICER AND/OR THEIR DECLARATION FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE
MEETING AND DATE
…………………………….
Agenda item

Indicate either
 Discloseable Pecuniary Interest OR
 Personal Interest OR
 Personal and Prejudicial interest

Signed…………………………………………………………………………………………

Nature of Interest

Please print name…………………………………………………………………………………………..

IF A MEMBER HAS A DISCLOSEABLE PECUNIARY INTEREST THAT HAS NOT BEEN INCLUDED ON THEIR REGISTER SUBMISSION, THEY ARE REQUIRED BY
LAW TO UPDATE THEIR REGISTER ENTRY WITHIN 28 DAYS. FAILURE TO PROVIDE PROPER NOTIFICATION IS A CRIMINAL OFFENCE.
THIS FORM, INCLUDING ‘NIL’ ENTRIES, MUST BE GIVEN TO THE GOVERNANCE AND COMMITTEE OFFICER NO LATER THAN AT THE END OF THE MEETING

Summary of discloseable pecuniary interests, personal interests and prejudicial interests.
Disclosable pecuniary interests
A ‘disclosable pecuniary interest’ is an interest of yourself, or of your partner if you are aware of your
partner's interest, within the descriptions set out in the table below. "Partner" means a spouse or civil
partner, or a person with whom you are living as husband or wife, or a person with whom you are
living as if you are civil partners.
Subject
Employment, office,
trade, profession or
vocation
Sponsorship

Contracts

Land
Licences
Corporate Tenancies

Securities

Description
Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for profit
or gain
Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from the
Council) made or provided within the 12 month period prior to notification
of the interest in respect of any expenses incurred by you in carrying out
duties as a member, or towards your election expenses.
Any contract made between you or your partner (or a body in which you or
your partner has a beneficial interest) and the Council (a) under which goods or services are to be provided or works are to be
executed: and
(b) which has not been fully discharged.
Any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the Rochdale
Metropolitan Borough Council.
Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of the
Borough for a month or longer.
Any tenancy where (to your knowledge) (a) the landlord is the Council: and
(b) the tenant is a body in which you or your partner has a beneficial
interest.
Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where (a) that body (to your knowledge) has a place of business or land in the
area of the Borough; and
(b) either –
(i) the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 or one
hundredth of the total issued share capital of that body; or
(ii) if the share capital of that body is of more than one class, the total
nominal value of the shares of any one class in which you or your partner
has a beneficial interest exceeds one hundredth of the total issued share
capital of that class.

Personal Interests
You have a personal interest in any business of the authority where it relates to or is likely to affect (a) any body of which you are in a position of general control or management and to which you are
appointed or nominated by your authority;
(b) any body (i) exercising functions of a public nature;
(ii) directed to charitable purposes; or
(iii) one of whose principal purposes includes the influence of public opinion or policy
(including any political party or trade union),
of which you are in a position of general control or management;
(c) the interests of any person from whom you have received a gift or hospitality with an estimated
value of at least £25.
Prejudicial Interests
Where you have a personal interest you also have a prejudicial interest in that business where the
interest is one which a member of the public with knowledge of the relevant facts would reasonably
regard as so significant that it is likely to prejudice your judgement of the public interest and where
that business (a) Affects your financial position or the financial position of a person or body described above; or
(b) Relates to the determining of any approval, consent, licence, permission or registration in relation
to you or any person or body described above.
MEMBERS ARE ADVISED TO REFER TO THE FULL DESCRIPTIONS CONTAINED IN THE
COUNCIL’S CODE OF CONDUCT ADOPTED ON 25TH JULY 2012.

COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
MINUTES OF MEETING
Thursday, 10th December 2015
PRESENT: Councillor Holly (Vice Chair in the Chair); Councillors Linden, Mir
(substituting for Councillor Rashid), O’Neill, O’Rourke, Stott and Zaheer.
OFFICERS: D. Bowler, H. Bellis, P. Cooke, A. Glover (Neighbourhoods Directorate),
B. Wilkinson (Economy Directorate), D. Parmer and P. Thompson (Resources
Directorate).
ALSO IN ATTENDANCE: Councillors Daalat Ali and Meredith, Superintendent
A. Mallen (Greater Manchester Police), N. Matley (Link4Life), J. Yates (Rochdale
Citizens Advise Bureau), J. Hartley (Street Lighting – Project Manager) and T.
Cunningham (Community Lighting Project)
APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE: Councillors Butterworth, Kelly, Rashid, Wazir and
West.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
42
Further to the Council’s Code of Conduct, Councillor Zaheer declared
personal and prejudicial interests in respect of agenda item 5 (Gambling Licensing
Policy Update), agenda item 6 (Licensing Policy Update), agenda item 7 (Rochdale
Safer Communities Partnership Monitoring Report) and agenda item 9 (Link4Life
Revised Performance Management Framework and Mid-Year Performance Report
2015/2016), insofar as she was the Assistant to the Cabinet Member with
responsibility for the Culture, Health and Wellbeing Portfolio. Councillor Zaheer left
the room during the consideration of these items of business.
MINUTES
43
DECIDED – That the minutes of the meeting of the Communities,
Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee held 29th
October 2015 be approved, as a correct record.
COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE - WORK PROGRAMME 2015/2016
44
The Committee considered a report of the Head of Legal and Governance
Reform which presented the Committee’s Work Programme for 2015/2016.
In considering the report Members of the Committee requested that performance
monitoring reports from Rochdale Boroughwide Housing should be submitted to the
Committee on a quarterly basis rather than a six month cycle.
The Committee requested that a joint informal comprising Members from the Audit
and Governance Committee as well as members of the three Overview and Scrutiny
Committees to discuss Greater Manchester devolution developments.
Members also commented that the Council’s courier service, in respect of mail
deliveries to Members was not functioning effectively and agenda papers were often
not being delivered in time for meetings that were held on Mondays and Tuesdays.
The Committee requested that the Director of Neighbourhoods look into this further.

Further to Minute 41 of the Committee’s meeting held 29th October 2015 Members
requested a further private meeting with Rochdale Development Agency officers in
relation to the Town Centre East Programme, at which information will be available to
Members of the Committee, in writing, to the questions which they had asked at the
previous private meeting, on 16th November 2015 (notes of which were circulated).
The Clerk in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair of this Committee was
requested to organise such a meeting.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) the Committee requests that in future performance report submitted
by Rochdale Boroughwide Housing be presented on a quarterly rather than six
monthly basis;
(3) the necessary arrangements be made for an informal joint meeting
comprising Members of the Audit and Governance Committee and of the
Council’s three Overview and Scrutiny Committees be convened to discuss
issues appertaining to the devolution of powers to the Greater Manchester
Combined Authority;
(4) the Director of Neighbourhoods be requested to examine issues
relating to the Courier Service for the delivery of Councillor’s mail;
(5) The Clerk in consultation with the Chair and Vice Chair of this
Committee be requested to organise a further informal private meeting of
Member of this Committee with Officers from Rochdale Development Agency in
relation to Rochdale Town Centre East developments.
LINK4LIFE REVISED PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK AND MID YEAR
PERFORMANCE REPORT 2015-16
45
The Committee scrutinised a report of the Chief Executive of the Rochdale
Boroughwide Cultural Trust which provided information relating to the performance of
the Trust, trading as Link4Life, during the first six months of 2015/16 (April September 2015). The Committee was reminded that the Council's Sport, Leisure
and Cultural Services had transferred to the Rochdale Boroughwide Cultural Trust
(trading as Link4Life) on the 1st April 2007 under the terms of a Partnership
Agreement between the Council and the Trust. This Agreement spans 15 years
(2007 – 2022) with an option to extend for a further five years.
The Trust had undertaken a review of its medium to longer term aspirations and
developed a new Corporate Strategy for 2014 – 2017 as a document which
articulates the Trust’s strategic vision, key aims and business objectives.
Supplementary to this new strategy was a revised three year Corporate Business
Plan, primarily an internal document providing further detail in terms of the actions
and measures designed to address identified challenges and opportunities as well as
delivering the Trust’s vision, aims and objectives. To further support this vision,
revised service plans have been drawn up detailing key priorities and performance
measures in line with revised service goals.
To underpin what the Trust does, Members were also advised that the Link4Life
Board had approved a refreshed set of Core Values, which outline how the Trust will
operate. These were described as ‘PRIDE - in where we work and what we do”, as
follows: Passion, Respect, Integrity, Drive and Excellence.
Members in considering the report requested for a new management structure to be
emailed and for more information to be disclosed in the next report in relation to golf
club membership.

The Committee asked that future Link4Life performance reports be submitted to
meetings of the Committee on a quarterly rather than a six monthly basis; Members
queried the emphasis on water safety lessons as well as actual swimming lessons
and expressed their concerns with regard to the underperformance of schools
participating in swimming lessons.
In considering the report a Member requested that the Link4Life Board re-examine its
membership insofar as there was presently no representation on the Board from the
Middleton Township area.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) the Chief Executive of Link4Life be requested to circulate to
Members of the Committee details of the revised management structure of the
Trust;
(3) the Committee requests that future Link4Life performance reports be
submitted to meetings of the Committee on a quarterly rather than a six
monthly basis;
(4) the Link4Life Board be requested to re-examine its membership in
light of the lack of representation on its board from the Middleton Township
area of the Borough.
STREET LIGHTING PFI QUARTERLY UPDATE
46
The Committee scrutinised a report of the Director of Neighbourhoods which
sought to address concerns that had been raised by Members at previous meetings
of this Committee and of the former Overview and Scrutiny Committee in relation to
the performance and monitoring of the Street Lighting PFI project.
The Committee were reminded that the Street Lighting PFI was a joint project with
Oldham Metropolitan Borough Council. Although both PFI’s were operating out of the
same depot by the same Service Provider, they have separate contracts which are
monitored separately.
The Street Lighting PFI was awarded to Community Lighting Partnership (Rochdale)
Limited (CLP) with E.ON UK PLC acting as their Operating Sub-Contractor to deliver
the service. The term of the PFI contract is for twenty five years 4th July 2011. CLP,
as the Council’s Service Provider, are responsible for delivering the street lighting
service on behalf of the Council in all respects which includes replacement of 80% of
the existing lighting stock, maintenance of all the street lighting assets, carrying out
consultation with stakeholders, and dealing with customer queries and complaints.
The PFI is a self-monitoring Contract and CLP are obligated to declare any failure of
performance.
Members asked for a written copy of Appendix 1 to the submitted report to be
circulated to them.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) a written copy of appendix 1 to the submitted report be circulated to
Members of the Committee in paper form.
DISCRETIONARY CRISIS FUND 6 MONTH PERFORMANCE REPORT
47
The Director of Neighbourhoods submitted a report which informed Members
of the Discretionary Crisis Fund’s performance over the first six months of 2015/16
(April – September). The Committees requested that, if possible, in future this report
be submitted to the Committee on a quarterly rather than a six monthly basis.

The Discretionary Crisis Fund (DCF) was initially implemented in April 2013 as a
result of funding and responsibility to provide a local welfare assistance scheme
which was transferred from the Department of Work and Pensions scheme to the
Council.
The DCF offers support to vulnerable residents who are resettling in the Borough
from temporary/institutional care that may need help in acquiring essential household
items. The scheme is also a final safety to provide immediate and targeted relief for
members of the local community who are in the greatest need and do not have the
means to resolve their own emergency situation.
Members of the Committee, in scrutinising the report, asked for similar reports in
respect of quarters 3 and 4 from 2014/15 to be circulated for comparative purposes.
Members also asked for further detail in future reports in relation to bond boards and
asked for a summary report on how the Trussell Trust foodbank is being run,
including the number of meals that were being issued to customers.
Members also commented that there had been over £1 million allocated in the
available budget, however only £104,000 has been spent so far. However the
Committee were advised that there would be no further funding for the Discretionary
Crisis Fund from the government and that the current reserves would have to finance
the Fund for the foreseeable future.
In considering the report Members requested that an informal private meeting of the
Committee be convened to discuss the future operations of the Discretionary Crisis
Fund and that this meeting be held early in 2016.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) similar reports, relating to the DCF, for quarters 3 and 4 2014/15 be
circulated to Members of the Committee for comparative purposes;
(3) the Director of Neighbourhoods be requested to provide a summary
report on how the Trussell Trust foodbank is being run, including the number
of meals being issued to customers;
(4) an informal private meeting of the Committee be convened to
discuss the future operations of the Discretionary Crisis Fund, and that the
meeting be held early in 2016;
(5) future Committee reports relating to the Discretionary Crisis Fund be
submitted to the Committee on a quarterly rather than a six monthly basis, if it
is practically possible to do so.
GAMBLING POLICY UPDATE
48
The Director of Public Health and Wellbeing submitted a report, for
consultative purposes regarding the Council’s Gambling Policy, in accordance with
s349 of the Gambling Act 2005, so as to meet its statutory obligation to adopt and
publish a policy by no later than 31st January 2016.
Members in considering the report commented that scratch card terminals should not
be relocated at the front of the shops and this should be recommended to the
Gambling Commission.
DECIDED – That the report be noted.
LICENSING POLICY UPDATE
49
The Director of Public Health and Wellbeing submitted a report, for
consultative purposes that would enable the Council to fulfil its statutory obligation to

adopt and publish a Licensing Policy in accordance with Section 5 of the Licensing
Act 2003 before 31st January 2016.
DECIDED – That the report be noted.
ROCHDALE SAFER COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP MONITORING Q2
50
The Committee scrutinised a report of the Director of Neighbourhoods which
provided Members with a summary of how the Rochdale Safer Communities
Partnership (RSCP) had performed against its targets during the second quarter of
2015/2016 (July 2015 - September 2015). The report was co-presented by
Superintendent Mallen (Greater Manchester Police) and Councillor Daalat Ali the
Cabinet member with responsibility for the Neighbourhoods and Communities
Portfolio.
The Committee were advised that the RSCP is a statutory partnership in the Borough
of Rochdale with responsibility for ensuring that the Borough is a safer place. The
Partnership’s Plan highlighted seven strategic priorities as follows: to increase
confidence and satisfaction; to reduce crime; to reduce the harm caused by drugs
and alcohol; to prevent and tackle anti–social behaviour; to prevent offending (and
re-offending) by children and young people; to prevent adult re-offending; to develop
community cohesion. It was against these seven priorities that the Committee
scrutinised the performance of the Partnership. This particular item was due to be
submitted to Full Council on 20th January 2016.
In considering the report a member requested that the appropriate body of the
Council or even the Partnership itself look at the body’s membership insofar as there
was presently no representation on the RSCP from the Middleton Township area.
Members asked for further information around measuring crime and protocols for
reporting crime.
Superintendent Mallen reported that he would specifically liaise with Councillor Mir to
forward to her specific information about domestic abuse within the Borough’s Asian
and Moslem communities. Members also commented on the need for more venues
where race hate can be reported.
Members also made specific reference to Savings Proposal CC103 that was part of
the Council’s Saving Programme 2016/17, commenting that if this particular measure
were to be implemented as planned it would, Members thought, have a detrimental
effect on service provision and may even jeopardise the future delivery of a viable
community safety function.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) further information clarifying measurements of crime and the
protocols for reporting crime be included in future reports to the Committee;
(3) the Cabinet be advised of this Committee’s concerns regarding the
savings proposal CC103, noting that if this proposal was to be implemented as
proposed it would have a detrimental effect on service provision and may even
jeopardise the actual delivery of a community safety function;
(4) the appropriate body of the Council or even the Rochdale Safer
Communities Partnership itself examine the Partnership’s membership insofar
as there was presently no representation on the Partnership from the
Middleton Township area.
EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC

51
DECIDED – That the public be excluded from the meeting during
consideration of the following two items of business since it is likely that, in
view of the nature of the business to be transacted or the nature of the
proceedings, if members of the public were present there would be disclosure
to them of exempt information, namely information relating to the business or
financial affairs of any particular person (including the authority holding that
information).
CONTRACT FOR WELFARE, ADVICE AND HOUSING ADVICE SERVICES.
PERFORMANCE OF ROCHDALE CITIZENS ADVICE BUREAU 2015/16
52
The Director of Neighbourhoods submitted a report that provided Members
with an opportunity to consider the performance and contract for 2015/16 in respect
of the Rochdale Citizens Advice Bureau who currently supplies the Council’s
Welfare, Debt and Housing Advice Contract.
Members of the Committee commended the report, stating that in their view that
funding should be maintained at a level in 2016/17 to enable Rochdale CAB to deal
with even more people.
Members of the Committee commended the excellent work that was carried out by
Rochdale CAB. It was noted that for this good work to be maintained, and in order
for more people to be helped form 2016/17 onwards Council funding of the CAB
needed to be maintained at an appropriate level.
In addition Members noted the large demand for CAB services across the Borough,
the large amount of outreach work undertaken by CAB services, the amount of
valuable work undertaken with the Borough’s BME communities and also
commented that few community centres outside of the Rochdale township area have
access to a Freephone.
DECIDED – That (1) the report be noted;
(2) the Committee recommends that the Freephone service to be
extended to more of the Borough’s branch libraries.
STREET LIGHTING PFI QUARTERLY UPDATE - UPDATE ON REDUCTIONS
53
Further to minute 26, of the Committee’s meeting held 23rd September 2015,
the Committee scrutinised a private and confidential report of the Director of
Neighbourhoods which outlined the amount of money that had been refunded to the
Council to cover failings in the Street Lighting PFI contract that had been awarded to
the Community Lighting Partnership (Rochdale) Limited (CLP) with E.ON UK PLC.
DECIDED – That the report be noted.
ADJOURNMENT OF MEETING
54
Pursuant to Council Procedure Rule 24.5, the meeting terminated at 9.45pm.
In accordance with Council Procedure Rule 24.5(2) the Committee agreed that the
uncompleted business, as detailed below, would be dealt with at the next scheduled
meeting on 3rd February 2016.
The items deferred to the next meeting are:
a.
b.
c.
d.

GMCA/AGMA Scrutiny Pool - Minutes of meeting held 9th October 2015
Highways Shared Service - Outline Business Case
Update on the Community Cohesion Hub Activities in Rochdale Borough
Asylum Dispersal in Rochdale and across Greater Manchester
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1

Purpose of Report

1.1

To present the updated Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and
Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 2015/16.

2

Recommendations

2.1

That the Committee note the attached Work Programme 2015/16;

2.2

the Committee also note the Actions List, appended to this report
Reason for recommendation
Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rule 7 requires Overview and Scrutiny Committees
to set a work programme and to report it to the Council.

3

Background

3.1

The Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny Committee
was established by the Council at the meeting held on 19th May 2015, the principal role
of the Committee being to bring together both the physical and skills aspects of
economic regeneration, and the supporting work of services such as leisure,
highways, housing, environmental services etc, that provide the opportunities for work
and the improvement of life experiences for the Borough’s communities.

3.2

Areas of focus for the Committee include the scrutiny of partners or key contractors
relevant to the remit of the Committee.

3.3

The work programme for the Committee is drawn up through consideration of the
statutory roles of the Committee, including the ‘call-in’ or review of executive decisions
made, budget and policy consultation, and review of service delivery, with scheduling
reflecting the anticipated consideration of business to deliver these functions. The
Committee has options for developing its own agenda and can request further
business to come forward.

3.4

Officers will continue to work with the Committee members in developing the work
programme, up to and beyond the required submission to the full Council.

Alternatives considered
None
4

Financial Implications

4.1

None

5

Legal Implications

5.1

The development of an Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme is a requirement of
the Overview and Scrutiny Procedure Rules contained within the Council’s
Constitution.

6

Personnel Implications

6.1

None

7.

Risk Assessment Implications

7.1

There are no specific risk issues for members to consider arising from this report

8.

Equalities Impacts

8.1

Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment
There are no workforce equality issues arising from this report.

8.2

Equality/Community Impact Assessments
There are no significant equality/community issues arising from this report.

There are no background papers to this report

APPENDIX
COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Work Programme 2015/2016
1. The Work Programme for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 2015/2016 has
been compiled mindful of the key scrutiny functions that are set out in the Local
Government Act 2000 and subsequent legislation and as set out in the Council’s
Constitution. In brief, these are to hold the executive to account and to maintain
an oversight of the delivery of Council services. This is undertaken principally
through the following means:




Scrutiny of Executive Decisions through the ‘Call-in’ process;
The consideration of Budget and Policy Framework proposals for
consultative purposes;
The consideration of a range of performance monitoring/management
data;
The specific consideration of individual service issues as may be specified
by the Committee.

2.

The Committee’s Work Programme has been prepared on the basis of known
items at this time. Scheduling of some business remains to be determined.
This particularly includes Study Groups and informal sessions of the Committee
membership where issues remain to be determined and scheduled.

3.

A review of the “routine” performance reporting arrangements has been
requested by Leadership Team members and this will be considered through
initial meetings of the Committees and through discussions with the respective
Committee Chairs and Vice Chairs

4.

The following table highlights issues where there is either an agreement or an
anticipation that specific items may come forward. Other issues will be brought
forward as indicated above.

9th July 2015
Work Programme
Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Performance Monitoring (4th Quarter
2014/2015) – including:
 Link4Life
 Rochdale Safer Communities
Partnership
 Rochdale Development Agency
Rochdale Boroughwide Housing – six
month update report
Directorate Plan Updates (4th Quarter
2014/2015)
 Economy and Environment
Directorate

To consider the Committee’s Work
Programme for 2015/2016
Performance management and
monitoring

Performance monitoring and
management
Performance management and
monitoring

Directorate Plan 2015/16
 Economy and Environment
Directorate
 Customers and Corporate
Directorate (Community Services)
Presentation and report - Key Route
Network
Housing Allocations Policy
Registered Housing Providers –
Annual Report

Performance management and
monitoring

Consultation
Performance management and
monitoring
Committee request

23rd September 2015
Work Programme 2015/2016
Call-in: Sandy Lane Traffic Calming,
Rochdale
Performance Monitoring (1st Quarter
2015/2016) – including:
 Street Lighting PFI Contract
 Rochdale Safer Communities
Partnership
 Rochdale Development Agency
GM Transport Strategy 2040
Directorate Plan Update (1st Quarter
2015/2016)
 Economy and Environment
Directorate
 Customers & Corporate
Directorate (Community
Services)
RSCP Safer Communities Plan 20152018
Public Protection Enforcement Policy
Playing Pitch and Formal Sports
Strategy

To note the Committee’s Work Programme
for 2015/2016
Call-in of a decision made by Rochdale
Township Action and Resources Committee
Performance management and monitoring

Presentation by TfGM on transport
proposals affecting the Borough
Performance management and monitoring

Consultation on proposals
Committee request
Consultation on proposals

29th October 2015
Work Programme 2015/2016
Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Performance Monitoring
 Rochdale Development
Agency
Food and Feed Plan 2015/16
Corporate Priority Setting - Survey
and Process
Directorate Plan Update (1st Quarter
2015/2016)
 Economy and Environment
Directorate
 Community Services

Update
Performance management and monitoring
Consultation on proposals
Consultation on proposals
Performance monitoring and management

Performance Monitoring of Registered
Provider Partners
Rochdale Town Centre East
Redevelopment Update

Scrutiny of performance
Update on Cabinet proposals

10th December 2015
Work Programme 2015/2016
Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Performance Monitoring (2nd Quarter
2015/16) – including:
 Link4Life
 Street Lighting PFI Contract
 Rochdale Safer Communities
Partnership
Gambling Licensing Policy
Licensing Policy Update
Discretionary Crisis Fund – six
monthly update
Update on Community Cohesion
Contract for Rochdale CAB 2015/16
Report on Asylum Seekers in the
Borough

Update
Performance monitoring and management

Consultation on statutory legislation
Consultation on statutory legislation
Performance management and scrutiny
Committee request
Consultation on proposals
A report requested from a one-off meeting
held in April by the former Overview and
Scrutiny Committee

3rd February 2016
Work Programme 2015/2016
Call-in/Member items/other referrals

Update

Directorate Plan Update (3rd Quarter
2015/2016)
Neigbourbourhoods and Economy
Directorates
Rochdale Boroughwide Housing – six
month update report
Report on Asylum Seekers in the
Borough

Performance monitoring and management

Update on Community Cohesion
Highways Shared Service – Outline
Business Case
Greater Manchester Spatial
Framework
GMCA/AGMA Scrutiny Pool: minutes
of meetings held October and
December 2015

Performance monitoring and management
A report requested from a one-off meeting
held in April by the former Overview and
Scrutiny Committee, and deferred from the
last meeting.
Committee request – deferred from the last
meeting.
Update on proposals – deferred from last
meeting
Consultation on proposals
For information/discussion

16th March 2016
Work Programme

Update

Call-in/Member items/other referrals
Performance Monitoring (3rd Quarter
2015/2016) – including:
 Street Lighting PFI Contract
 Link4Life
 Rochdale Safer Communities
Partnership
 Rochdale Development Agency
Directorate Plan Update (3rd Quarter
2015/2016)
 Economy and Environment
Directorate

Performance management and monitoring

Performance management and monitoring

Other issues:
a. Informal meeting of Members of the Committee regarding Town Centre East
developments, a second meeting is to be convened
b. Discretionary Crisis Fund – informal session thereon to be held on Thursday,
4th February prior to the Committee’s meeting
c. Joint meeting with Audit and Governance Committee (Greater Manchester
Devolution) to be convened

COMMUNITIES, REGENERATION AND ENVIRONMENT OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
Actions List
MINUTE
NO/ISSUE.
Reporting
Format

ACTION

LEAD

TIMESCALE

OUTCOME

Revised
format to be
introduced on
a rolling basis

Ongoing

Governance and Committee
Services

Ongoing

Ongoing

Committee Services

Ongoing

Ongoing

Members of the CRE O&S
Committee

4th February
2016

Revisions to the Committee’s reporting David Wilcock
format
The RDA performance reporting
format be approved and used as an
exemplar of the performance report
format the Committee would prefer to
see used in the future by the Council’s
partner agencies when submitting
performance related reports to the
Committee

Courier Service

Director of Neighbourhoods to update Director of Neighbourhoods
the Committee on the Courier Service,
for the delivery of mail to Councillors
home addresses

Portfolio Holder
attendance

Invitations to relevant portfolio Holders
to attend meetings and to present
relevant reports
The Committee requested a joint
meeting with the Audit and Governance
Committee, and the Chief Executive to
pursue issues relating to the Greater
Manchester
Combined
Authority.
Officers are currently consulting with
the Chief Executive on this matter
The Committee is asked to confirm the
frequency at which it receives

Greater
Manchester
Combined
Authority

Performance
Reports

Rochdale Safer
Communities
Partnership

performance reports, from relevant
Directorates within the Authority and
from partners
Statistical Surveys that are carried out Andy Glover
at Ward level be no longer used in the
compilation of these reports.
Future
reports
include
specific
statistical details relating to recorded
instances of violent crime.

Ongoing

A Report detailing specific efforts to
improve community cohesion in the
Borough be submitted to a future
meeting of this Committee

Rochdale Safer
Communities
Partnership –
membership
issues
Link4Life –
membership
issues
Rochdale
Development
Agency

Future Safer Community Partnership
Quarterly Performance report be jointly
presented by Council Officers along
with senior GMP representatives and
the relevant Portfolio Holder.
Clarification of the membership of the Committee Services to advise the
Partnership, especially in terms of the Partnership of this matter
lack of Middleton representation
Clarification of the membership of the Committee Services to inform
Link4Life Board especially in terms of Link4Life of this matter
the lack of Middleton and Heywood
representation thereon
Future reports to the Committee
Director of Economy/Susan Ayres
include more detailed information
relating to the red (RAG) rated items
listed in the appendix to the submitted

Andy Glover to
meet
appropriate
Councillor(s)
January 2016

To be included
in future RDA
reports,
performance
reports to the
Committee,

To be included in future
RSCP reports and a
specific report relating to
Community Cohesion is on
the agenda for the meeting
on 4th February.

report.
Discretionary
Crisis Fund

An informal session of the Committee’s
membership advising of the processes
and procedures appertaining to the
Discretionary Crisis Fund

Helen Bellis

Food and Feed
Plan

Review of the Food Plan, content and
presentation

Peter Thompson/Andy Glover

Rochdale Town
Centre East

A second informal meeting of
Committee members to discuss a
report that was submitted to Cabinet on
5th October

Director of Economy

Street Lighting
PFI Contract

Future reports to include details of the
new complaints procedure.

Street Lighting PFI Contract
Manager

The next Update report to include
details of work that CLP and E.ON are
undertaking, and/or intend to
undertake, to address concerns that
Members have raised in relation to the
poor quality of work being carried out.
The Update report includes details of
the sample size of surveys undertaken
to gauge customer satisfaction with the
service.

commencing
on 16th March
2016
4th February
2016

At
presentation of
the 2016/17
Plan (autumn
2016)
Meeting to be
held in
February 2016

16th March
2016
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1

Purpose of Report
1.1 The report provides Members with an update on the performance of Rochdale
Boroughwide Housing (RBH) for quarters 1 and 2 in 2015/16 in relation to the
achievement of the aspirations, commitments and promises set out in the Councils
formal tenants consultation (offer) document “Your Home Your Choice” for the
housing stock transfer process.
1.2 Promises are new initiatives or projects that RBH has said it will deliver,
commitments are pre-transfer service levels that RBH will maintain and
aspirations are things that RBH would like to do, but are not guaranteed as there
is no specific funding in its business plan and delivery may be adversely affected
by issues such as the impact of welfare reform.
1.3 The report also provides some additional key performance information and
updates on the organisations mutualisation process, development programme
and on how RBH is working in partnership with the Council, local agencies, other
registered providers, the Homes and Communities Agency (HCA), etc to deliver
key strategic priorities.

2

Recommendations
2.1 Members are requested to note the performance of Rochdale Boroughwide
Housing.
Reason for recommendation
2.2 The Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its meeting on 4th October 2012 agreed a
process for monitoring the performance of Rochdale Boroughwide Housing
(RBH), in relation to the aspirations, commitments and promises made to tenants
by the Council in the formal stock transfer “offer” document. The process involves
regular reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committee using the tables attached.

3

Background
3.1 On 26th March 2012 Rochdale Council transferred the ownership of 13,730
residential properties, 83 shops, 1606 garages, 40 playgrounds, various other
assets and associated land to Rochdale Boroughwide Housing
3.2 The terms of the transfer, as set out in a Transfer Agreement between the Council
and RBH, were approved by Council on 19th March 2012.
3.3 The formal “offer” document mentioned in paragraph 1.1 above provided tenants
with details of the Council’s proposals under the stock transfer and included
information on the aspirations, commitments and promises that would be
delivered, if the transfer went ahead. The document was jointly developed by the
Council, RBH and the Rochdale Borough Tenants’ Panel and incorporated the
responses of a tenants survey carried out in 2011 and feedback from two tenants
conferences.
3.4 The “offer” document contained a total of 50 promises, 50 ongoing
commitments and 20 aspirations to be delivered by RBH over the 5 year period
following the stock transfer.
3.5 The stock transfer agreement also has key areas which require monitoring by the
Council, these include the following;
• Choice Based Lettings system
• VAT Shelter
• Right to Buy figures
• Service Level Agreements
• Support arrangements for the 3 Tenants Management Organisations that
transferred with the stock. These organisations are Cloverhall Tenant
Association Co-operative, Turf Hill Estate Management Board and Hollin
Estate Management Board.
3.6 Attached as Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 to the report are updated tables showing
the progress RBH has made in achieving the promises and commitments.
The tables also set out how delivery is being measured.
Promises
3.7 With regards to the 50 Promises 22 have been completed. Of the remaining 28
promises 19 are categorised as green (on target), 2 are amber (concern that
the target date may not be met) and 7 are behind target
The 7 promises behind target are:
• Work with the Council to provide an effective advice and guidance service
for rehousing applicants (Promise No 1)
• Improved community caretaking and cleaning services (Promise No 9)
• Look at ways to respond faster to environmental issues and problems
areas. (Promise No 13)
• Work more widely with Groundwork to tackle poorly maintained estate
areas (Promise No 14)
• Involvement of tenants in paid work and volunteering to be a central aim of
RBH Employment Strategy (Promise No 15)
• Further develop an approach to tackling nuisance and ASB ensuring it is
dealt with effectively (Promise 20)

• Invest in more advice, guidance and signposting for tenants from its
Employment Adviser giving them help to access training or find work
(Promise No 22)
The 2 promises which are categorised as amber are:
• Encourage older residents to use IT (Promise No 30)
• Improved Repairs Response Times (Promise No 31)
Progress in respect of the promises is provided in Appendix 1.
Commitments
3.8 Progress in respect of the 50 commitments is provided in Appendix 2. One of the
commitments has been completed and RBH is currently meeting all of the
remaining 49 commitments set out in the offer document.
Aspirations
3.9 Appendix 3 shows the progress that RBH has made in respect of the 20
Aspirations in the offer document, five of which have been completed and signed
off by RBH.
Performance
3.10 In addition to the submission of progress reports to Overview and Scrutiny
Committee officers from Strategic Housing services meet on a regular basis with
representatives from RBH to monitor performance in respect of a range of issues
including stock transfer obligations, governance and risks and Service Level
Agreements.
3.11 RBH have obtained grant funding through the Affordable Houses Programme
2015-18 to support the development of 5 new build housing schemes. These
schemes will deliver a total of 79 homes for affordable rent.
3.12 One scheme has already commenced in the current financial year and a further
two schemes are due to start in the final quarter of 2015/16. The three schemes
commencing in 2015/16 are set out in the table below:
Scheme Title
Longridge Drive, Heywood
Queens Drive, Rochdale
Daventry Road, Rochdale

Units
26
11
20

3.13 The table below sets out RBH property sales for the previous 2 financial years
and quarters 1 and 2 in 2015/16 through preserved right to buy (RTB) and the
right to acquire schemes.
Scheme
Right to Buy
Right to Acquire

2013/14

2014/15

85
0

102
1

Sales in
Quarters 1
and 2 2015/16
23
14

3.14 The Affordable Homes Programme Framework which was published in January
2011 introduced a new funding model based on affordable rents. The framework
requires Registered Providers’ to finance a greater proportion of the cost of new
affordable homes themselves, through increased borrowing. In order to fund this
borrowing Registered Providers are encouraged to convert existing social homes
to affordable rentaent which will provide higher rental income.
3.15 The Strategic Housing Team is monitoring both the level and location of
affordable rent conversions across the borough. The number of affordable rent
conversions carried out by RBH between the start of April 2011 and the end of
March 2015 was 247. The conversions figure for quarters 1 and 2 in 2015/16 was
25.
3.16 Since RBH launched its membership scheme in 2012/13 there has been a steady
growth in the number of tenants and employees choosing to become members
(co-owners of RBH). The position regarding tenant and employee members as at
30th September 2015 is set out in the table below:
Membership Type

Total

Current members
as at 30/9/2016

Tenants

15,799

4107 (26%)

Employees

679

555 (81.7%)

Total

16,478

4662

Target
figures up to
July 2016
25% (equates
to 3949
members)
80% (equates
to 543
members)
4467

3.17. The RBH Representative Body have still to decide how it wishes to monitor
membership in the future.
3.18 Reducing the number of empty homes remains one of main operational
challenges faced by RBH. There are significant numbers of empty homes which
are proving difficult to let due to low demand and as a result of the changes in
welfare reform. The numbers of empty homes has fallen from 536 properties as
1st April 2014 to 303 properties as at 30th September 2015
3.19 RBH are continuing to focus significant investment on initiatives to address this
problem including a major demolition programme in 2016/17 which involves the
demolition of low demand properties on the Kirkholt, Smallbridge and Angel
Meadow estates.
3.20 Other initiatives RBH has recently undertaken to help reduce the number of
empty homes are as follows:




Push Marketing through Facebook is being trialled by RBH. A Saturday
lettings event was recently promoted by RBH on Facebook, the event
was successful and helped reduce the number of empty homes to 275 in
November 2015..
Further Saturday lettings events to attract people in employment are
being planned by RBH. These events will focus on the letting of



properties in low demand areas.
Additional marketing in relation to vacant sheltered accommodation is
being undertaken by RBH in order to attract new tenants.

3.21 Under the terms of a Housing Agency Agreement, which forms part of the
Transfer Agreement, RBH manages the Common Housing Register (CHR) and
Choice Based Lettings (CBL) system within the framework provided by the
Council’s Allocations Policy. Eight housing associations are partners in the CHR
and CBL schemes. Under this arrangement a close working relationship exists
between RBH and the Council’s Strategic Housing Team. In quarters 1 and 2 of
2015/16 RBH allocated a total of 842 homes including 45 homes for the 8
housing association partners.
3.22 As part of the transfer agreement a protocol was agreed regarding how enquiries
from Councillors would be dealt with and responded to. Member complaints and
enquiries to RBH are processed and monitored by the organisations Customer
Feedback Co-ordinator. The figures for quarters 1 and 2 are shown in the table
below. RBH aim to respond to Councillor enquiries within 10 working days
although on some occasions, due to the complexity of certain cases, this may not
be possible.
Business Area
Asset
Grounds Maintenance
Empty Homes
New Tenant
None RBH
Homechoice
Income
Homelessness
Neighbourhoods
Repairs
New Build
Right to Buys
Special Projects
Rochdale Council
TOTALS

Enquiries Q3
6
3

18
1
35
17
3
1
2
1
87

Enquiries Q4
5
6
1
1
2
18
1
20
24
1
1
80

3.23 Of the 87 Councillor enquiries received and dealt with by RBH in quarter 1 a total
of 5 were classed as complaints and the remainder as Service request. In quarter
RBH received and dealt with 80 of which only 2 were classed as complaints.
The ttable below shows the RBH timescales for dealing with Councillor enquiries
received in quarters 1 and 2.
Days to Respond

Number Q1

Number Q2

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20+

40
33
7
4
3

19
60
1
0
0

3.24 The stock transfer agreement requires RBH to continue to work with and support
the Tenant Management Organisations (TMO’s) at Turf Hill, Hollin and Coverhall
as set out in the Consultation Document. The current position regarding the three
TMO’s is as follows:
Cloverhall Tenants Association Co-operative (CTAC) - As previously
reported, on 6th March 2015 RBH served CTAC with a Supervision Notice in view
of concerns around governance, financial management and the quality of the
services being provided on the estate including delivery of the investment
programme, rent collection and general housing management. Despite engaging
the services of Rochdale CVS to develop a governance plan, CTAC was unable
to meet the terms set out in this Supervision Notice, particularly in relation to
financial management. At the same time other concerns were becoming
apparent, for example, relating to the handling of anti-social behaviour on the
estate. On 9th October 2015 RBH therefore terminated its management
agreement with CTAC and assumed overall responsibility for management of all
estate services. Throughout the period of the Supervision Notice, RBH ensured
that RBC, local ward councillors and other key stakeholders were kept informed
as to progress. RBH is now directly providing the majority of estate services
including rent collection and housing management and is working with the
existing repairs contractors until the end of March 2016 when this service will
also be brought into RBH. While CTAC still exists as a legal entity it will no longer
receive a management fee from RBH. Although it is not envisaged that CTAC will
have a continuing role in providing direct housing services in the foreseeable
future, we have agreed to meet with CTAC to talk about its potential role as a
local co-op in providing services which will bring added benefit to the community,
for example, provision of Youth Club, work and skills training.
Turf Hill Estate Management Board (EMB) - The management agreement
between RBH and Turf Hill EMB has been in place for 12 months and RBH is
continuing to monitor performance of the EMB. The EMB is also working with
RBH to improve day to day performance and have requested some training for
the Board with regards to HR policies and procedures to assist them with the line
management of the seconded employee.
Hollin Estate Management Board (EMB) - Discussions have continued
between RBH and Hollin EMB regarding a review of the existing management
arrangements. They are currently considering three options for their future
management arrangements:
a) Formation of a TMO under Right to manage and negotiation of a Modular
Management Agreement (MMA)
b) Management contact for the EMB to perform specified management functions
for RBH
c) Community Group with access to RBH and external grant schemes
A decision will be made by September 2016
3.25 The stock transfer agreement contains a VAT shelter arrangement which allows
RBH to obtain the same VAT exemption as the Council on its capital works . This
was achieved by the Council entering into a development agreement with RBH,
which allows full recovery of any VAT incurred by RBH in carrying out the works.
The VAT shelter scheme applies to first time improvement works only and

Therefore will diminish over a period of time. The VAT shelter is expected to last
for 15 years from the date of the stock transfer and all VAT will be recovered by
RBH as the capital works are undertaken.
3.26 The VAT shelter arrangements enable VAT savings to be shared between
The Council and RBH. The Council retained the first £8.3m of VAT shelter
Savings generated to pay for the pension deficit (£6.1m) and the Council’s costs
of setting up the transfer (£2.2m).
3.27 Thereafter, the Council receives 40% of the VAT shelter, which was initially
estimated to be £20.8m over 15 years. This figure was based on a 20% stock
survey pre-transfer. However more detailed surveys have been carried out and
these have revealed that some RBH estates do not require as much work as the
initial surveys indicated and as a result the estimate of the Council’s 40%
share of the VAT shelter as at 30th September 2015 was estimated at £14.5
million.
3.28 Details of the current Service Level Agreements between the Council are set out
in appendix 4.
3.29 Appendix 5 provides a progress update on the schemes included in the RBH
Home and Environmental Improvement Programme for 2014/15
Alternatives considered
3.30 The Council has a duty to monitor the performance of RBH to ensure it is meeting
Its obligations as set out in the formal “offer” document to tenants
4

Financial Implications
4.1 There are no specific financial implications relating to this monitoring report.

5

Legal Implications
5.1 The legal responsibilities, covenants and requirements of both the Council and
RBH under the stock transfer are set out in the transfer agreement dated 26th
March 2012.
5.2 The Council has representation on both the RBH Board and Representative Body
Following the local election in May 2015 Councillors Richard Farnell and Sara
Rowbotham are the Councils representatives on the Board and Councillors
Amna Mir and Sameena Zaheer sit on the Representative Body.

6

Personnel Implications
6.1 There are no personnel implications.

7

Corporate Priorities
7.1 A key priority for Rochdale Council through the stock transfer process was to
ensure that post transfer RBH, as a key partner, continues to support the
Council’s strategic objectives. Through the delivery of commitments in the offer
document RBH will be involved in the achievement of the following objectives:
• Strategic Housing targets as set out in the Council’s draft housing strategy

Homelessness Strategy and Empty Property Strategy
• Tackling deprivation through supporting Council strategies and initiatives aimed
at reducing the boroughs overall deprivation levels particularly on the estates it
manages
• Working with the Council and partners to address the impact of welfare reform.
• Contributing to the sustainability agenda in terms of reducing the carbon
footprint, tackling fuel poverty, improving building standards and business
practices
• Promoting and enabling healthy lifestyles and achieving good health and well
being
• Encouraging people to take personal responsibility for their neighbourhoods
and developing our communities to make them more resilient and cohesive.
• Promoting and supporting efficient and effective land use by ensuring that
RBH developments are consistent with the Council’s overall objectives.
• Promoting Rochdale as a place to live and work.
8.

Risk Assessment Implications
8.1 There are no specific risk issues for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee to
consider arising from this report.

9.

Equalities Impacts
9.1 Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment
There are no significant workforce equality issues arising from this report.
9.2 Equality/Community Impact Assessments
An equality/community impact assessment was undertaken as part of the stock
transfer process.

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

1

Work with the Council to provide an effective advice and
guidance service for rehousing applicants.

Range of housing options work continuing, including 16-24 housing options interviews, supporting those
impacted by bedroom tax, on line application now available. Adaptations policy agreed by Services for All
Panel and approved by EMT on 1st May 2014. Homeless transfer complete - improved links with
Homechoice and better hosuing options advice being provided. RMBC reviewing lettings policy in light of
welfare reform and demand challenges - RBH is working with council on this.

Cath Owston

Initial 31/03/2013
Revised 1/3/2016

2

RBH would be able to invest more in improving services for
older people.

Cath Owston

31/03/2017

3

Improved older peoples accommodation and new homes
development.

Roll out of the community support service to new customers, received funding for the RBH activities coordinator until July 2015. In first 6 months of the role, supported activities with over 1000 attendancies. In
2014/15 and working closely with Adult Care undertaking a full review of services for older people;
developed into Older Persons Strategy. Continuing to invest in adaptations to support people with mobility
needs to remain in their home, or to help support them into housing which best meets their long term
needs. Agreed funding for an OT post to be managed by RMBC for 18 months to specifically support RBH
tenants, improving delivery of service, particulary to older people.
Completed Sheltered Asset Review, investment to continue in sheltered housing stock. In 2013/14,
invested in Alkrington Court, Norman Weall Court, Yew Court, Chisholm Court and Springfield Court
amonst other schemes. Investment in 2014/15 in a range of schemes, including new scooter stores for
Isherwood Close and Arnold Bagnall Court, new bin stores for Derrick Walker Court, Barnett Court and
Normal Weall Court. Major investment programmed for 2014/15 for Clough Court, Tonge Court and
Ravendale amongst other schemes. The Hare Hill extra care scheme in Littleborough is completed.

Peter Smith

31/03/2017

4

Establish news Mutual RBH within 15 months of transfer

Completed - Signed of Customer Panel Panel 4/3/2014

Gareth
Swarbrick

26/06/2013

Complete

5

Under new Mutual RBH, an elected group
for the community, called the
Representative Body, would be set up.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 3/6/2014

Andy
Wadsworth

01/08/2013

Complete

6

A complaints policy, involving review by
tenants.

Completed - Signed of by Customer Panel 5/8/2014

Vicky Webb
Nigel Allan

30/05/2014

Complete

7

Annual review of service standards with tenants.

Full suite of new service standards to be rolled out in 2015/16. These will all be developed with the CIGs.
There will be reviews in 2016/17.

Anna Charlton

31/03/2017

8

RBH would work with tenants to identify positive news stories Positive meeting held with the Customer Panel re identifying positive publicity opportunities. Agreed to work
with tenant and resident groups, especially those involved with Our Place, to identify and publicise positive
about RBH tenants and communities.
news stories

Caroline
Stewart

31/03/2017

9

Improved community caretaking and cleaning services

New caretaking minimum standards developed and introduced 04/02/13 in line with the introduction of
service charges. Measures included in tenant satisfaction survey.

Sarah
Robinson

Initial 30/05/2014
Revised 23/6/2016

10

A flexible approach to involvement with a ‘menu’ of different
types of activities and different time commitments including
volunteering opportunities to support communities

Customer Panel further considered progress on this promise on 06/05/2014 but further challenged it on the
following grounds: the formal accreditation scheme for volunteers is not yet running; Homes Panel had not
completed its review and was not being chaired by a tenant; (his is now complete); there was no evidence
of new involvement mechanisms such as social media, apps and websites to increase involvement
opportunities; There was no profile data for involved tenants; and the number of services changed as a
result of involvement activity.

Andy
Wadsworth

31/03/2016

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

Vicki Webb

30/01/2014

Completed

11

RBH to discuss with the Tenant Panel
how it sees its role in the future.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 14/01/2014.

12

Work with tenants to agree a new Neighbourhood Quality
Standard (NQS).

Sarah
Robinson

Initial 31/03/2015
Revised 22/3/2016

13

Look at ways to respond faster to environmental issues and
problem areas

New NQS process introduced in January 2014 to capture standards relating to caretaking and GM.
Communities panel overseen agreement of performance measures with the GM service provider.
Neighbourhood panels to support monitoring on a more local level, linking in with Our Place. Our Place
neighbourhood action planning is now in its third year. The action planning begins with a profile which
evidences neighbourhood performance. This is used to engage the local community in discussion about
their neighbourhood and what it feels like to live there, what the issues are for them and what they think
needs doing in the area to change it for the better.
Work on-going with the Council to work more closely around environmental management and Grounds
Maintenance issues.

Sarah
Robinson

Initial 30/09/2014
Revised 26/9/2016

14

Work more widely with Groundwork to tackle poorly
maintained estate areas.

Working with Groundwork to try and lever in additional external funding to deliver actions identified by
Neighbourhood Action Plan process. Bid made for funding for Greave estate but was unsuccessful.
Regular meetings set up with Groundwork to explore partnership working opportunities in more detail - next
meeting scheduled for beginning of June.

Sarah
Robinson

Initial 30/06/2014
Revised 26/9/2016

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Collation of numbers of local people employed on RBH Investment Programme activity a reporting
requirement of all contracting organisations engaged by RBH. The commitment to the employment of local
labour and trainees remains a clear focus for the delivery of the investment programme. On-going
programme of volunteer placement within RBH continues. In excess of 75% of our volunteers have
managed to obtain full time employment. Requires formal sign off by Customer Panel.
Additional apprentice opportunities continue to be provided by RBH's partnership with ProcurePlus.
Additional detail included above.

Clare Tostevin

Initial 31/03/2013
Revised 26/9/2016

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

15

Involvement of tenants in paid work and volunteering to be a
central aim of RBH Employment Strategy.

16

Provide additional apprenticeships / traineeships/training for
local people.

17

To separate out service charge costs from
rents to increase accountability following
consultation with tenants.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 04/03/14

Ian Metcalfe

31/03/2013

Complete

18

Only introduce new services for which a
charge is payable following consultation
with affected tenants.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 04/03/14.

Ian Metcalfe

31/03/2017

Complete

19

Improved Money Matters support.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 03/06/14.

Angela Havens

31/03/2013

Complete

20

Further develop approach to tackling nuisance and ASB
ensuring that it is dealt with effectively.

Representation on panels such as the Case Intervention Group, Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Clare Tostevin
Conference (DV related) and ASB Risk Assessment Conference (Victim Focused) continues to raise
RBH’s profile within the Safer Communities Partnership and serves to strengthen our working relationships
with key partners such as Adult Care and Childrens’ Services. The Enforcement Team is the organisations
link to the collocated Integrated Offender Management (IOM)team centred around preventative and
disruptive work with prolific offenders and we are now beginning discussions around further multi agency
collocation work as the borough’s Partnership Enforcement Team comes into force. The service delivery
model for this team is one whereby partner agencies seek to utilise a range of powers which may sit
outside their own remit in order to address issues raised within the borough.

21

New tenancy agreement introduced

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 04/03/14.

22

Invest in more advice, guidance and signposting for tenants
from its Employment Adviser giving them help to access
training or find work

23

Under the Lean service review all Income and Support Officers will work with tenants to support them into
work and training. The CAT deliver 3 workclubs a week to support RBH tenants to access back to work
services, support and guidance. These are on Kirkholt, Falinge and Freehold estates. RBH is also
represented on the Skills & Work Advisory Group.
Rent would continue to be protected and would move towards Year 5 promise, still on track as at 31/03/2015
target rent in the same way as others who have transferred
from the Council at the time of the stock transfer.

Initial 31/03/2014
Revised 22/3/2016

Angela Havens

31/03/2013

Angela Havens

Initial 31/03/2014
Revised 1/3/2016

Angela Havens

31/03/2017

Complete

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Angela Havens

31/03/2017

Gareth
Swarbrick

31/03/2017

Continuously montitored and reviewed. Paperless DD's implemented April 2014 Feasibility of MCU rent
direct accounts being considered. Decision still awaited as at 10/11/2014.

Angela Havens

31/03/2017

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

24

Rent increases would still be subject to the Governments rent Year 5 promise, still on track as at 31/03/2015
increase guidelines.

25

RBH would guarantee that for 5 years following the transfer
transferring tenants (excluding sheltered support services
charge) annual rents would not increase by more than
permitted under the current government policy . This would
include those who move home to amnother RBH property.
Regularly review ways in which tenants are able to pay their
rent by the most effective & efficient method. Any changes to
be introduced only after tenant consultation
RBH will negotiate with the current contents insurance
provider in order to ensure tenants possessions remain
covered. When the contract comes up for renewal RBH will
Involve tenants in choosing an insurance company & consider
options for wider cover

Year 5 promise, still on track as at 31/03/2015

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 06/08/13

Angela Havens

31/03/2013

Complete

28

Develop the pre-tenancy programme which would be offered
to new tenants

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 03/06/14

Angela Havens

31/03/2013

Complete

29

RBH, in consultation with tenants will consider whether to
Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 07/10/14
continue to collect water charges as part of the rent, when the
existing contract with United Utilities comes to an end in
March 2015.

Andy
Wadsworth

30/09/2014

Complete

30

Encourage older tenants to use IT.

Peter Smith

Initial 31/03/2015
Revised 14/12/2016

31

Improved repairs response times:
Attend emergency (working hours) repairs within 2 hours and
make safe in 12 hours for severe problems
Attend within 24 hours to avoid serious health & safety
problems;
Complete urgent repairs within 3 working days;
Attend and complete routine repairs within 10 working days

A Digital Inclusion Working Group are currently investigating the possibility of providing Wi Fi in a scheme
on a pilot basis. However, there is little progress on this at present given the high costs involved. Six
schemes now have Broadband connected PCs in their communal areas as follows: Springvale 23
residents; Yew Court 32 residents; Thistleyfields 53 residents; Mountside View 30 residents; Norman
Weall Court 41 residents; Chisholm Court 41 residents;
The recommendations arising from Project Refit which relate to this promise of improving priority
timescales are currently scheduled for implementation between Jan - Mar 2015. it is expected that the
Homes Panel will sign of fthe proposed revised timescales in Autumn 2015.

Vicki Webb

Initial 31/03/2015
Revised 9/5/2016

32

In the 5 years following transfer RBH will in total install: 6,900
double glazing, 6,000 external doors, 2,400 new or upgraded
bathrooms, 2,200 new or upgraded kitchens, 2,200 new or
upgraded central heating systems, 500 external
refurbishments, 6,500 environmental works

Spend on the investment programme in first two years is £20M in 2012.13 and £29M in 2013.14. 2014/15
Investment Programme remains on target to deliver forecast expenditure and component replacement
outputs.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

26

27

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

33

RBH would require its contractors to minimise disturbance
and disruption from construction work.

Completed -Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2014

Complete

34

RBH would clearly publicise the types of
repairs that come under each priority.

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2013

Complete

35

Develop a panel of tenants to advise on the specification of
materials to be used in contracts,

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 06/01/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2013

Complete

36

Involve tenants as fully as possible in
planning and implementation of work to
their homes.

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

Complete

37

Put in place a programme of regular painting to external
elements of homes.

Annual Painting Programme included in the planning and delivery of the Investment Programme. 2012/13 4,100 properties completed with a spend of £900,000. 2013/14 - 5,200 properties completed with a spend
of £925,000. 4,288 homes painted in 2014/15 programme.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

38

Environmental work not carried out by the 'in-house' team will Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.
be carried out byapproved competent contractors

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2013

Complete

39

Offer a repairs freephone number post transfer

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 06/01/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2013

Complete

40

Ensuring that the repairs service received by tenants is
prompt, efficient, courteous, provides value for money and
complements the planned maintenance programme

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2013

Complete

41

RBH would make energy efficiency in homes a key priority.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

42

Within first year after transfer carry out a new environmental
audit of every estate.

Energy efficiency measures are an integral part of the annual Investment Programme deliver. Ongoing
programme of energy saving awareness and sustainability breing delivered via RBH Energy Sustainability
role. 2014/15 Inverstment Programme incorporating pilot dehumidifier projects.
Desktop review of boroughwide environmental audit completed together with survey of all play areas
acquired as part of Transfer. Surveys for 2014/15 and 2015/16 Environmental Steering Group programme
in progress. The Environmental Steering Group and the Neighbourhood Action Plan group are working
together to agree priorities. Further survey and review of RBH Play Areas being developed as part of
2014/15 Investment Programme.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2015

43

RBH would help elderley and disabled tenants, particularly in
relation to works in sheltered housing schemes.

Tenant Support Policy included in revised Investment Programme Handbook developed in conjunction with
Tenant Panel. Revised Handbook implemented in 2014/15 Investment Programme.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2017

RBH Promise No.

Summary of Promise

Progress

Lead Officer
Date Updated

Target Date

Flag
(Green/Amber/
Red)

Complete

44

Develop membership base

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 02/09/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2014

45

Develop Neighbourhood Action plans.

Our Place neighbourhood action planning is now in its third year. The action planning begins with a profile
which evidences neighbourhood performance. This is used to engage the local community in discussion
about their neighbourhood and what it feels like to live there, what the issues are for them and what they
think needs doing in the area to change it for the better.
RBH employees along with community members agree an action plan which is to be jointly delivered over
the following years.

Anna Charlton

Initial 31/03/2015
Revised 22/3/2016

46

Set up a young persons membership scheme to get under 18's
involved in the new mutual.

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 02/09/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2014

Complete

47

Identify a specific membership budget to support involvement
& volunteering activity

Completed - Signed off by Customer Panel 02/09/14.

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2014

Complete

48

Identify a specific community budget to support involvement & Volunteer co-ordinator in place and volunteer policy developed. This includes Our Place and employee
volunteering as well as work placement volunteers. Completed but requires formal sign off by
volunteering activity
Communities Panel

Clare Tostevin

31/03/2014

Complete
awaiting sign
off

49

Work with tenants to identify the kind of rewards that tenant
members would value.

This is a project which is being developed on the corprate strategy this year. Scoping complete and project Clare Tostevin
in progress with a view to implementation in Apr 2016.

50

RBH to only consider offering a flexible tenancy in very
special circumstances, agreed with its members.

Not used flexible tenancies to 31/03/15

Clare Tostevin

Initial 31/03/2015
Revised 3/5/2016
31/03/2017

Appendix 2

Commitment

Flag (Green
Amber Red) as at
31.05.17

Lead Officer

1

Continue to be firm but fair in recovering rent arrears

Angela Havens

2

Continued support for tenants in financial difficulty with a range of help and advice

Angela Havens

3

Continued role for tenants in formal scrutiny of RBH service delivery

Andy Wadsworth

4

Ensure direct tenant involvement post transfer

Sarah Robinson

5

Continued advice and support for for tenants needing extra help during major works

Clare Tostevin

6

Investment work to be carried out by 'in-house team when possible

Clare Tostevin

7

Continue to maximise recruitment of local people as apprentices and trainees

Clare Tostevin

8

Continued usage of existing repairs reporting mechanisms

Vicki Webb

9

Commitment to providing VFM services whilst seeking to keep rents affordable

Ian Metcalfe

10

Four non rent weeks per year for tenants with clear rent accounts

Angela Havens

11

Continued availability of current rent payment options

Angela Havens

12

Continued issue of rent statements to tenants every three months

Angela Havens

13

Payment of water charges as part of rent to continue post transfer

Angela Havens

14

Tenants in financial difficulty who agree to work closely with RBH to resolve their issues to be
helped to remain in their home

Angela Havens

15

Continue to work with tenants to help them to keep to the terms of their tenancy agreement

Sarah Robinson

16

Tenant Scrutiny Commission to continue to meet regularly

Andy Wadsworth

17

Tenants still able to contact Councillors to act on their behalf in relation to housing problems

Gareth Swarbrick

18

Work with tenants and other partners to investigate potential sources of funding to upgrade
play areas

Anna Charlton

19

Continued approach of supporting the community in identified neighbourhoods through the
Community Action Team

Sarah Robinson

20

Continue to support the three existing Tenant Management Organisations

Sarah Robinson

21

Continue to monitor for quality on improvements and repairs using a range of methods

Clare Tostevin

22

Tenants would continue to be involved in the selection of any partners in relation to repairs
and environmental works

Clare Tostevin

23

RBH would continue its successful environmental improvement programme in first 5 years
following transfer

Clare Tostevin

24

Work already carried out with Groundwork Trust in employing young unemployed people on
'Green Team' would continue

Clare Tostevin

25

RBH would continue to commit resources into security measures

Clare Tostevin

26

RBH would continue to support the Furniture Re-Use scheme

Angela Havens

Commitment

Flag (Green
Amber Red) as at
31.05.17

Lead Officer

27

RBH would continue to operate the Council's HomeChoice choice based lettings scheme

Cath Owston

28

RBH would continue actions to deal with ASB and Community Safety

Angela Havens

29

Continue to play a lead role in the Council's regeneration approaches

Clare Tostevin

30

Continue to build on development of its neighbourhood investment strategy

Anna Charlton

31

Continued investment in provision of quality sheltered housing accommodation

32

Work of the Disability Working Party to continue

33

RBH would continue to fund activities in our communities together with members, tenants
and employees

Clare Tostevin

34

RBH would continue to develop its work to promote good citizenship amongst children and
young people across the borough,

Sarah Robinson

35

New tenants of the Council who hold introductory tenancies at the time of transfer would
continue to serve the rest of their introductory period up to the completion of 12 months

Angela Havens

36

Those becoming new tenants of RBH after the transfer in most cases would be given an
assured shorthold tenancy agreement for a probationary period of 12 months

Angela Havens

37

RBH would seek to utilise all forms of contact with tenants in ways that suit them best

Vicki Webb

38

Documents and publications would be made available in Braille, large print and audio, where
appropriate, to those that require this. Where appropriate RBH would provide sign
interpreters and translated information to enable tenants to communicate with staff.

Vicki Webb

39

RBH would contact any tenant falling into arrears and work with them to try to resolve their
problems and agree an affordable way to clear their debt in a reasonable timescale ensuring
that wherever possible the tenant can remain in their home.

Angela Havens

40

RBH's front line employees would be available to talk to and advise all tenants about what's
expected of them in their tenancies and to support them in keeping their homes and
neighbourhoods good places to live.

Angela Havens

41

RBH would monitor the effectiveness and value for money of its services and aim for
continuous improvement

Anna Charlton

42

Complaints would be dealt with within 10 working days and RBH would learn from them.

43

Investment in disabled adaptations would be maintained

Clare Tostevin

44

Help to reduce ASB and crime occurring through a range of measures

Angela Havens

45

RBH would make it as easy as possible for tenants to contact us

Vicki Webb

46

Empty homes would be relet as quickly as possible so that neighbours have to live alongside
these properties for as short a time as possible

Vicki Webb

47

Offer resettlement support to BME tenants

Cath Owston

48

Work to promote sheltered accommodation to BME elders

Cath Owston

49

Work closely together with the Council to invest in and support the regeneration priorities for
the borough

Cath Owston

Andy Wadsworth

Vicki Webb

Clare Tostevin

Appendix 3
Aspiration - original description

Progress

Lead Officer

1 Improved Repairs Service

Mobile working introduced / Pre- inspection appointments made / Right First Time Vicki Webb
% improved. Out of Hours service delivery agreement in development.

2 Seek to supplement Council's refuse service to
increase recycling opportunities including tenant
consultation to develop solutions

Ongoing discussions taking place to increase recycling facilities in RBH
neighbourhoods

Date
Achieved

Vicki Webb

3 Build new homes to meet local housing need. Focus for Contract with Homes & Communities Agency enabled us to build 109 additional
homes from transfer (March 2012) to March 2015. New contract will enable 79
first five years following transfer would be on family
more up to March 2018.
homes and two bedroom bungalows

Clare
Tostevin

4 Set up a permanent training facility for tenants and
young people

As at March 2015, research was underway in Kirkholt to help inform the
development of the Employment, Training & Skills Strategy. In addition work had
commenced on measuring the social impact of activities currently undertaken.
Training provision will be guided by the strategy once approved.

Clare
Tostevin

5 RBH would be keen to promote further its successful
'under occupation' scheme

Supporting tenants looking to downsize, opportunities to use the pass it on
scheme and linking to agencies providing support with moving costs.

Cath
Owston

6 Develop a timebanking scheme

Initial volunteering approach via supporting Circle. Focus continues to be on
supporting circle to develop volunteering

Clare
Tostevin

7 Support to encourage volunteering,

Volunteer co-ordinator in post. Circle encouraging volunteering. Our Team
ensuring all employees support neighbourhood based activity.

Clare
Tostevin

8 Aim to provide two apprentice or trainee places for
each £1M
of investment in existing or new homes

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel
12/05/14.

Clare
Tostevin

30/10/14

9 RBH would seek to reduce length of time people wait for Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.
disabled adaptations to be carried out.

Clare
Tostevin

30/10/14

10 Subject to funding employ own Occupational Therapist Completed - Signed off by Services for All CIG.

Cath
Owston

06/05/14

11 Work closer with partner housing providers to make
best use of adapted properties

HomeChoice work with partner landlords to secure adapted properties for new
Cath
applicants. Meeting with RBC and other providers to be held to share best practice Owston
and promote joint working.

12 Maintain or increase 80% of local people currently
working for contractors on planned maintenance
schemes.

Completed - Signed off by Homes Panel 12/05/14.

Clare
Tostevin

13 Review effectiveness of street lighting on estates and
seek to maximise resources to raise standard of
provision by working with the Council

Pilot linked to IP scheme to begin Dec 2015

Clare
Tostevin

14 Increase amount of work undertaken by ‘Green Team

Green Team partnership continued throughout 2014/15 financial year; Green /
NEAT teams partnership integral to environmental service delivery

Clare
Tostevin

15 Look to Engage private landlords and their tenants in
meeting RBH environmental standards

If future, once our own service is successfully established, would consider selling
grounds maintenance service to private landlords in our neighbourhoods

Clare
Tostevin

16 Build a new extra care scheme

Completed after end of reporting period

Clare
Tostevin

17 Seek to ensure that the grounds maintenance operation New improved service provided directly by RBH from 1st April 2015.
is improved and offers tenants a good quality service.

Vicki Webb

18 Support new social enterprises for the benefit of local Project underway to build on recommendations from evaluation and develop a new Clare
communities, including provision of advice and support. Work and Skills Strategy for sign off by Representative Body later this year.
Tostevin
19 Work towards increasing training provision

Apprentice opportunities continue to be provided as part of RBH partnership with
ProcurePlus

Clare
Tostevin

20 The new Mutual RBH would work with the Council to
develop a CIRCLE model approach to older peoples
health and well being.

Circle launched May 2013 and good membership base developed.

Clare
Tostevin

30/10/14

Appendix 4
SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN ROCHDALE COUNCIL AND ROCHDALE BOROUGHWIDE HOUSING
Services Provided by Council to RBH

SLA Title
People Management and Payroll
Services
Aids and Adaptations Support
Services
Legal Services

Customer Access Services
(Heywood and Middleton Only)

Service Provided
Advisory work in respect of Personnel (HR
issues)
Administration and processing of RBH’s payroll
and pensions
To carry out all major (over £1,000) and minor
(under £1,000) adaptations on behalf of RBH.
Legal work linked to Right Buy sales,
Improvement Loans, transfer of mortgages, Sale
of repossessed properties, processing of deed
queries, contracts for building work,
Miscellaneous advice
Face to face customer access, plus triage and
support for channel shift. The Service is
delivered from Customer Service Centres and
Customer Information Points which are
operated by the Council

Duration
2 years

Expiry Date
31st March 2017

12 months – SLA
reviewed annually
6 months

31st March 2016
31st March 2016

Previously 12 months, a 6 30th September 2016
month extension to the
SLA has been recently
agreed

Services Provided by RBH to Council

SLA Title
Mortgage Portfolio

Service Provided
Management of Council’s Mortgage
Portfolio

Duration
Ongoing – reviewed annually

Expiry Date
31st March 2016

Appendix 5

2015/2016 HOME IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMME - POSITION AS AT 31st DECEMBER 2015

Bellshill,
cheapside

Windows &
Doors

Castleton North
smi, Fieldway,
Chisholm Court,
langley, rhodes,
wood st,
alkrington

Windows &
Doors

Rathbone St,
bishop st,
channing st,
deeplish

Windows &
Doors

Jack McCann,
mayfield,
meadway,
milkstone road,
pennine view,
falinge mews,
syke, birch view

Windows &
Doors

Angel Meadows,
BOTM, heywood
central, lindum
court

Kitchen &
Bathrooms

Dicken Green,
filedway,
stoneyvale court,
chesham,
chisholm court,
castleton north

Kitchen &
Bathrooms

Ashbrook Hey
Lane,
calderbrook,
rathbone st,
shore, stansfield

Kitchen &
Bathrooms

Percentage
Complete

Broadfield, heady
hill, heap bridge,
Windows &
heywood centrall,
Doors
lindum court,
pothall

Completion Date

All work

Contract period
(weeks)

Barnett Court

Start Date

ESTATE

Please note that this is only an indicative programme. All the schemes listed require a full survey to
establish actual work requirements and properties to be included.

22/06/2015

26

21/12/2015

100%

30/03/2015

32

09/11/2015

100%

10/08/2015

32

21/03/2016

75%

01/04/2015

29

21/10/2015

100%

22/06/2015

18

26/10/2015

100%

15/06/2015

19

26/10/2015

100%

13/07/2015

10

21/09/2015

100%

13/04/2015

50

28/03/2016

51%

13/04/2015

44

15/02/2016

80%

Channing St,
freehold, hamer,
jack mccann,
waithlands

Kitchen &
Bathrooms
15/05/2015

45

25/03/2016

100%

29/06/2015

11

14/09/2015

100%

13/04/2015

30

09/11/2015

100%

17/08/2015
01/06/2015

30
25

14/03/2016
23/11/2015

100%
100%

04/08/2014

48

06/07/2015

100%

01/09/2014

35

04/05/2015

100%

01/09/2014

33

20/04/2015

100%

Bramhall Close,
firgrove, holt,
Windows &
saxon, sheriff st, Doors
st anns, the cray,
west view, weston
st, smallbridge

12/01/2015

21

08/06/2015

100%

Externals &
Communal
Areas

02/02/2015

17

01/06/2015

100%

13/04/2015

45

22/02/2016

79%

10/11/2014

30

08/06/2015

100%

12/01/2015

36

21/09/2015

100%

01/04/2015
29/06/2015

43
10

27/01/2016
07/09/2015

95%
100%

11/05/2015

25

02/11/2015

100%

16/02/2015

8

13/04/2015

100%

27/07/2015

20

14/12/2015

100%

06/07/2015

21

30/11/2015

100%

06/04/2015

4

04/05/2015

100%

01/04/2015

1

08/04/2015

100%

07/04/2015

6

19/05/2015

100%

communal
lighting

09/03/2015

4

06/04/2015

100%

refurbishment
whole house

07/04/2015
27/07/2015

4
4

05/05/2015
24/08/2015

100%
100%

re-build

01/09/2015

20

19/01/2016

90%

Falinge Mews,
lower falinge,
mansfield road,
syke
Various Estates All areas (Lab)
Various Estates All areas
Olive Standring
Barley Hall
Estate, bury st,
hardfiled st,
hopwood,
isherwood court,
plum mill

Kitchen &
Bathrooms
Boilers &
Distribution
Electrical
All work

kitchen &
Bathrooms

Alkrington, hollin, kitchen &
langley, lonsdale Bathrooms
kitchen &
Rhodes
Bathrooms

Sheriff Street,
shore

Bellshill, bishop
Externals
st, hamer, cutgate
Wood St &
Externals
Langley smi
BOTM, pothall,
Externals
barley hall
Various Estates Entrance Doors
Entrance Doors
(phase 4)
Jack McCann

Lifts

Isherwood Close

All work

Ravendale
Sheltered Warden
Conversion
- Saxon &
Thistleyfields
Chisholm Court
Ryefields
29 Rochdale
Road
Bentgate
College Bank
Hollin sherbourne,
glebe, nowel, etc
119 Queens Drive
22 Borrowdale
2 - 12 Crown
Road

Mechanical &
Electrical
Communal
Mechanical &
décor
whole house
Windows &
Doors
Internal Fans
(fans)

Cloverhall

external doors

25/08/2015

8

20/10/2015

100%

painting

20/04/2015

45

29/02/2016

81%

Heywood Central,
ashbrook hey,
painting
weston st,
holstein ave,
shawclough

18/05/2015

21

12/10/2015

100%

Lindum Court,
fieldway,
chisholm, falinge
painting
mews, jack
mccann,
castleton, kirklee,
longhill

01/07/2015

15

14/10/2015

100%

Lonsdale Court,
isherwood, saxon,
painting
sheriff st, west
view
Low Bank
painting

08/06/2015
20/04/2015

8
4

03/08/2015
18/05/2015

100%
100%

16/03/2015

4

13/04/2015

100%

26/01/2015

22

29/06/2015

100%

n/a
01/09/2015

n/a
12

n/a
24/11/2015

100%
100%

05/04/2015

16

26/07/2015

100%

Kirkholt

Hollin sherbourne,
glebe, nowel, etc

communal
painting
\

Kirkholt (phase 3) Fencing
Security &
Various Sheltereds
fencing
Syke
Driveways
Rosemount &
Boundaries &
Wood Hill (Wood
court yards
St)
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Purpose of the report

To report progress at the end of Quarter 3 (1st October – 31st December 2015) towards
achievement of the targets contained in the Neighbourhoods Directorate and the Economy
Directorate Plans for 2015-16
2.

Recommendations

Members are asked to consider and/or challenge the information contained within the report and
the appendices.
3.

Background

3.1

On 23rd July, the Committee approved the Directorate Plans for 2015-16 for the
Economy and Environment Directorate and the Communities section of the Customer
and Corporate Services Directorate. These have now been recast into plans for the
new Neighbourhoods Directorate and the new Economy Directorate.

3.2

In accordance with the Council’s performance management framework, progress
towards the targets contained in Directorate Plans is to be reported to relevant
Overview and Scrutiny Committees at the end of each quarter.

3.3

The Quarter 3 progress reports for the Neighbourhoods and the Economy Directorate
Plans are attached at Appendices 1 and 2. Actions within each appendix have been
colour coded in accordance with the following criteria.
Purple:

Actions not yet due for completion but are on track to achieve target by the
due date

Green:

Action completed

Amber:

Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the target
date due to circumstances outside of the directorate’s control

Red:

Action not fully completed or not on track to be completed by the target
date

The Appendices include a commentary against any actions that are purple, amber or
red.
4.

ECONOMY DIRECTORATE PLAN 2015-16 QUARTER 3 PROGRESS

4.1

Performance Overview
4.76% of the actions (1 action) included in the Directorate Plan 2015-16 is completed
with a further 71.43% (15 actions) not yet due for completion but nevertheless on track
to achieve target. 23.81% (5 actions) are off target due to circumstances outside the
directorate’s control.

Economy Directorate Plan:
Summary of performance against actions

4.2

Performance Highlights

 Flooding response - The Re-opening the Roch project is designed to reduce the impact
and duration of flooding in the Town Centre by diverting flood water back into the river
channel as soon as practicable. The recent floods were caused by exceptional levels of
rainfall, falling on to already saturated moors and the amount of water that came down the
Roch to the Town Centre was more than the entrance to the culvert at Liv Bridge could
cope with. The river water flowed over the bridge, across the town centre towards the
Butts and went back into the river channel. There is no doubt that without the re-opening
the water would have spread further damaging the Town Hall and that the town centre
would have been flooded for longer.
The Council and the Rochdale Development Agency (RDA) is working with other Greater
Manchester authorities and the Department of Communities and Local Government
(DCLG) to provide additional financial support to those that have been most severely
affected by flooding. We have also been working with the Business Growth Hub to ensure
we have sufficient business advisor support.

 In quarter 3, the RDA received 76 new industrial and commercial property enquiries,
of which 39 were from businesses outside the borough, and 28 related to Kingsway
Business Park. Fifty new jobs have been created by The Company Shops’ investment at
Stakehill. Employment Links, part of the Economic Affairs Team supported the recruitment
process for these jobs. More than 200 new jobs will be created in the borough when
Middleton’s Warwick Mill is redeveloped into a Global Trade Hub with business space,
cafes and restaurants. The Chinese investment of £50m has recently secured planning
permission from the Council.
 The number of planning applications submitted to the Council remains consistently high,
a sign of continued economic investment in the Borough.
 The GM Spatial Framework will be a new 20 year statutory development plan document
for Greater Manchester which will set out the scale and broad distribution of development
which will be needed to accommodate the economic growth ambitions for the conurbation
as set out in the Greater Manchester Strategy. AGMA undertook an eight week
consultation on a ‘Growth Options’ document and a ‘call for development sites’ which
concluded on 11 January 2016. Officers will be working with AGMA to review responses
including those submissions of sites within the Borough where additional development
could be accommodated.
 Building Control - Income remains slightly above budgetary targets and our market share
remains high. In response to the flooding the service has been heavily involved in a large
dangerous building reported at Whitfield Brow, Littleborough, where a land slip affected
the retaining wall to 9 properties and resulted in the houses being evacuated and
alternative accommodation provided. Work is ongoing at the time of writing to manage
this incident safely. The service continues working closely with colleagues across AGMA
to explore options for joint working.
 The use of external funding has enabled the Economic Affairs team to target the
borough’s youth unemployment levels and those for whom spoken English skills have
been a barrier to employment. Both these programmes have been so successful that the
funders have offered funding from other areas of the country to continue the good work.
Data recently released shows an increase in the average wage levels in the borough.
Although this still is lower that the resident wage levels, it is an indication of better quality
jobs and the reaction of employers to pay more to attract or retain key skills. A total of
3,650 interventions have taken place with 1,788 measurable outcomes delivered by over
150 volunteer trained Community Champions.
 Rochdale Town Centre - Progress has been made with the Town Hall Project – a
Heritage Lottery Fund bid was submitted in December; The Market relocation – a report
has been commissioned on the future of the market and its location; and the Town Centre
East/Genr8 scheme – announcements of Marks and Spencer and Next made in
November with more to come in the New Year, plus progress on the agreements to take
forwards the planning application during 2016.
 Middleton - Grants totalling £290,000 were approved for the repair and restoration of
Conservation Area properties in last quarter. At its next meeting on January 19th the
Board will be requested to approve grants for private properties totalling more than
£250,000.
4.3

Performance Exceptions

 The Solar Farm at Chamber House Farm cannot now be progressed due to government
changes to the subsidy regime. The project may still be financially viable in the future if the
cost of equipment continues to fall.

 The report from the Planning Inspector is still awaited on the Core Strategy submission. It
is hoped the Inspector will clarify his position during January 2016.
5.

NEIGHBOURHOODS DIRECTORATE PLAN 2015-16 QUARTER 3 PROGRESS

5.1

Performance Overview
25.71% of the actions (9 actions) included in the Directorate Plan 2015-16 are
completed with a further 54.29% (19 actions) not yet due for completion but
nevertheless on track to achieve target. 17.14% (6 actions) are off target due to
circumstances outside of the Directorate’s control and 2.86% (1 action) is red.

5.2

Performance Highlights

 Highways Shared Service: The Outline Business Case for the Co-located Highways
Shared Service has been approved by CEO’s of the participating authorities and now
being shared with staff. The Full Business case is now being prepared scheduled for
approval June 2016.
 Junction 19 Link Road and Hareshill road Improvements: Work is continuing on the
highway alignment and full options appraisal is being completed leading to submission of
an outline / final business in 2016/2017 with construction to follow in the next 2/3 years
 Highways Maintenance Programme 2016-18: We have agreed a £2.4m 2 year forward
programme with members for highway maintenance.
 The Directorate played a key role in the Council’s response to the Boxing Day floods
with officers heavily involved in coordinating the recovery process.
This included dealing with emergency evacuations, alternative accommodation needs,
providing rest centres for communities affected, checks on vulnerable people, clearance of
waste, provision of skips, keeping residents informed of the support available, the
provision of sandbags, co-ordination of community volunteers, visits to residential and
business premises affected, financial support for residents and businesses affected,
liaison with service providers affected by the flooding i.e. Electricity North West, United

Utilities, assessment of structure damage caused and repairs as appropriate, and
reopening the Town Hall to provide a call in/crises centre providing food and hot drinks to
volunteers and members of the public and delivering food and supplies to those most
affected by the floods.
.
In addition business continuity arrangements were required in light of the Council’s main
building Number One Riverside being affected by the floods. This included initial action to
mitigate damage to the ground floor by removing soft furnishings, isolating crucial power
sources to save IT equipment and plant and ensuring the cooling system to the ICT
servers was operational throughout.


Town Hall Restructure: the introduction of new structure within the Town Hall has
already started to show early signs of improved service delivery with an expectation of
achieving additional increases in commercial bookings for 2016



Schools: The Facilities Management team is working very closely with the Holy Family
RC & CE College in supporting the college to attain 100% recyclable status by providing
special recycling bins for plastics, papers packaging and food waste, ensuring that
material that is sent to landfill sites is an absolute minimum. It is hoped that if this project
is successful it can be rolled out to all schools within the Borough



Waste collection Service: Early analysis shows that the Boroughs new weekly food
waste recycling service helped increase recycling rates in the borough to 49.6% during
November an increase of 13.7% from the same time last year. With more than 6,000 new
recycling bins delivered to households since September, recycling rates are predicted to
continue to increase. The new service sees general waste and other recyclable materials
collected on a three-weekly cycle and will help the council save at least £1million a year in
waste disposal costs.



Engaging BME Communities in recycling campaign: In addition to new waste
collection calendars, an online collection calendar, marketing literature and social media
releases, the Recycling Team has engaged and spoken directly with more than 33% of all
households within the Borough face to face to promote the new recycling and weekly food
waste collection service.
In addition to this and to focus on our harder to reach areas in terms of recycling, a food
waste video has been developed to engage the BME community to recycle more of their
food waste in the new kitchen and doorstep caddies. The video will link faith to recycling
and be available in both Urdu and English. The video will focus on women preparing food,
placing food in the caddy and presenting the brown bin/caddy for collection. This video
will be available from early February and DVD’s will be made available to community
groups, individuals and of course on line via the council’s website.



Christmas tree recycling: To help us recycle even more, 25 recycling points for
Christmas trees were made available to residents across the Borough. This wood will be
shredded into mulch to improve the Borough’s parks, woodland and countryside.



Increase in Bin demand: The new waste service rollout has seen the Environmental
Management Team deliver an additional 6,000+ recycling bins to residents across the
Borough. Demand was so high following the new waste service roll-out that despite our
pre-planning, our new bin suppliers struggled to keep pace with our residents
requirements. I’m pleased to report that following this short delay from our supplier, new
bin stock is now in place and teams from across the whole service committed themselves
to getting bins out to residents in time for Christmas.



Continuing our Clean and Green success: In October further funding was made
available to keep in place the majority of our temporary Clean and Green teams who have
been doing an excellent job of clearing grot spots in support of our front line streets teams
for the past twelve months. This funding will ensure these individual township based
teams are in place to continue clearing grot spots until the end of March 2016. These
teams continue to receive compliments across the Borough for their work and the
difference they are making whilst reacting to Elected Member reports for service. Of late,
the teams have also been busy clearing leaf-fall from footpaths in high risk areas such as
sheltered housing complexes.



Bloomin wonderful: The amount of work which our friends and neighbourhood groups
across the Borough including staff from our Environmental Management Service put into
the ‘Townships in Bloom’ scheme this year was considerable. Many awards were
received across the Borough and next year we hope to build upon this success. This
year’s success is a great example of how our limited front line resource and groups of
dedicated volunteers can work together to improve the local environment and in effect
produce a better outcome despite the current financial climate.
In addition to these achievements, we also welcomed the news that the hard work had
paid off even further by securing retaining the coveted Green Flag status for our existing
parks and cemeteries.



The new cemetery site is up and running at Denehurst Park and work is continuing on
bringing the rest of this open space and wider park area up to a better standard. In order
to drive this development forward, a draft Masterplan has been finalised and will be
presented to Township Members for consultation in February 2016. This plan makes
provision for a new café site, play facilities and new footpaths amongst other development
work that is hoped to bring the Park and Cemetery area to the coveted Green Flag
standard in the coming years.
A new memorial granite table for receiving floral tributes into the woodland cremated
remains garden at Heywood Cemetery has recently been completed and installed. The
new facility is expected to help with meeting demand for floral tributes over the Christmas
period and other peaks of demand.



Fleet Management: The Service has recently taken receipt of three new 100% electric
vehicles, the first ever in our council fleet. Not only will these vehicles be cleaner and
greener with no emissions or fuel requirement, they will reduce service delivery costs in
terms of fuel spend, tax and insurance costs, saving money whilst helping to save the
environment.



The street lighting replacement programme is now in its final year with Eon working to
achieve the final milestone. To date 23,875 existing street lights and illuminated signs
have been removed, and 23,936 new energy efficient street lights and illuminated signs
have been installed and commissioned which represents approximately 96% of the
replacement programme. As Eon are ahead of programme, It is anticipated that the
replacement project will be completed early in the New Year and months before the
programme completion date of 4th July 2016.
Street lighting faults are continuing to be repaired in an average time of 3 working days.
This excludes faults associated with supply failures, which are referred to Electricity Board
(Electricity North West) for repair.



A very successful Beer festival took place in November - visitors came from around the
country using the Metrolink, trains and bus services and the event was quoted by CAMRA

as being “one of the finest locations in the county to stage a beer festival with over 1,600
people attended coming from as far as Lincolnshire”.
The beer festival has re booked for next year. The event is staged for charity and it is
expected that £5K will be raised for the Mayors Charity.


Housing on former Council owned sites: Keepmoat Homes are continuing to make
significant progress with the construction of new homes for sale on the Furrows
Park/Martindale Crescent site in Middleton.
At the end of November 2015, 48 of the 108 properties to be developed had been
completed, 31 properties were under construction and 47 properties had been sold
Keepmoat are also progressing well on the Dean Street site in Rochdale. At the end of
November 2015 the company had completed 49 properties and a further 19 units were
under construction. A total of 39 properties have been sold.
Countryside Properties are progressing with their 69 unit development on Nile Street in
Rochdale. All the homes on the site will be for private rent. The first properties are due to
be completed in June 2016 and the development is being promoted on the Lettings Agent
site where people can express their interest.

6.

Conclusions

6.1

Monitoring shows that overall, good progress is being made in delivering against the
targets in Directorate Plans for 2015-16. A further update showing progress at the end
of the year will be brought to Committee in June 2016.

7.

Alternatives considered

7.1

Not applicable

8.

Financial Implications

8.1

None – priorities in Directorate plans are delivered within approved budgets.

9.

Legal Implications

9.1

None

10.

Personnel Implications

10.1

None

11.

Corporate Priorities

11.1

All actions in Directorate Plans are linked to the Corporate Priority or Priorities to which
they contribute.

12.

Risk Assessment Implications

12.1

None

13.

Equalities Impacts

13.1

Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment
There are no workforce equality issues arising from this report.

13.2

Equality/Community Impact Assessments
There are no equality/community issues arising from this report.
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Appendix 1
Due Date

Status

KEY

for actions not on track

for actions not on track due to circumstances outside our control,
for actions that are on track but not yet due for completion
for actions that have been completed

EE1013 Refresh the Borough Renaissance Masterplan as a mechanism to respond to the GM 30 September 2015
Growth and Reform Plan and as a framework for public and private sector investment to over
the next 10 years













Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
This has been put on hold whilst the conclusions following the Peer Review are considered and as a result of the Council and its partners looking at
all their plans with the view to create a ‘Borough Plan’ whilst taking into account influences from Greater Manchester. I suggest that the timescale is
revised to December 2016, which will give time for the above work to take place and for the Cabinet/Leadership Team away day to take place in
February and for the way forward to be agreed.

EE1004 To secure the adoption of the Core Strategy

10 October 2015

Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
The Council is awaiting the report of the Planning Inspector following the closure of the Examination in Public in June. The Inspector has been in
contact with the Council to request confirmation of a number of matters in the context of writing his report and any main modifications proposed in it
which is required to find the plan sound. It is hoped the Inspector will clarify his position during January 2016. Following a statutory period of
consultation on any final modifications which may be proposed by the Inspector it is hoped to adopt the Core Strategy through Full Council in
Summer 2016.

EE6002 Complete River Re-opening Scheme

31 January 2016

Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
All demolitions have been completed, the upstream elevation of the historic bridge has been repaired, the suspended footway has been installed
and the upstream area of the butts has been partially completed and reopened to the public. Adverse weather conditions in November and
December delayed some aspects of work on the project and it will now complete in late spring 2016.
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EE1007 Deliver the Council’s statutory responsibilities as a Lead Local Flood Authority

31 March 2016









Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
Community flood resilience activities continue in Wardleworth and Heywood with the National Flood Forum. These have been extended to
Littleborough to include Community Hubs, schools and young people engagement activities and promotion of flood resilience materials to ‘at risk~
neighbourhoods and businesses. The first phase of the Calder Brook flood alleviation scheme, a flood basin at Townhouse Road has now been
completed and work is ongoing in respect of land acquisition and design of the final phase which includes a second flood storage basin on land
above Springfield Avenue, Littleborough. This is due to be completed by March 2017. The impact of significant flooding from a storm event on 26
December has been across the borough but largely concentrated in Rochdale town centre, Wardleworth and Littleborough. A recovery programme
is underway and a review of flood risk management and mitigation measures including the scope for additional measures is underway in partnership
with the Environment Agency and any outcomes arising from this will be separately reported to Members.

EE6007 Deliver the renewable energy programme across two phases for completion in
summer of 2015 and summer of 2016 respectively. The programme will also explore other
renewable energy schemes.

31 March 2016

Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
The proposed 5MW (Mega Watt) solar farm at Chamber House Farm cannot now be progressed due to changes in subsidy regime announced by
the government recently. However, this project may still be financially viable in the future as the cost of equipment for solar farms continues come
down and cost of energy goes up. Once we are confident that financial return from this project is in line with our investment policy, we will bring
forward options to Members to progress this project. ..Work continues to deliver the innovative 150kW wind turbine at Birch Business Park in South
Heywood. This project will create additional revenue by selling energy to one of the businesses on the park and will create inward investment and
PR opportunities for the council...

EE1008a Develop and Maintain Effective Client role for RDA (Priority Projects, Growth and
Enterprise, Kingsway)

31 January 2016



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
Quarterly reports of the performance of RDA go to the Communities, Regeneration and Environment Overview and Scrutiny meetings. A Deed of
Variation to the Grant Funding Agreement has been signed to adjust the annual grant as a result of the formation of the Council’s new Economy
Directorate. Legal and financial work is ongoing to enable the transition of the RDA to a local authority –owned company. This indicator is on track.
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EE1006 To explore and, subject to Council agreement, take forward for adoption a
Community Infrastructure Levy on certain types of new development across the Borough

31 March 2016



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
Feasibility work on introducing a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) on new development in the Borough has been commissioned and an options
report will be presented to Cabinet before the end of 2015. The timetable for making progress with the CIL is linked to the adoption of the Core
Strategy as the viability of a CIL in the Borough needs to be tested against the ability of the Council to deliver the scale of development planned
within the Core Strategy, once adopted. Based on the level of development set out in the draft Core Strategy, it is expected that a limited charging
schedule could be viable within the Borough, albeit not in all wards. The Council awaits the views of the Planning Inspector as to how much
development e.g. new housing the Inspector feels will be required across the Borough over the plan period up to 2028 before we can finalise this
viability exercise. Further clarification is expected from the Planning Inspector during January 2016.There is no legal requirement to introduce a CIL.
Most GM Districts are not proposing to do so and few in the north of England. The initial work has concluded the CIL is unlikely to secure additional
income from development than could be received from S106 agreements. However, as it becomes harder to pool contributions from new
development this may change. The main advantage of having an adopted CIL charging schedule is that it provides much greater flexibility on how
we spend monies received as there will be no restriction on the pooling of developer contributions. It can also be applied to all residential
development. The devolution of further planning powers in November 2015 to a directly elected Mayor for Greater Manchester includes a power to
create a GM wide CIL, funded from the release of strategic land for development, to support investment in infrastructure needed to deliver economic
growth. Once we have the Inspector’s clarification, Cabinet will be asked to determine whether they wish Officers to progress this work further, or
default to the current position whereby, owing to the legal restrictions on the pooling of S106 contributions, Officers are now having to specify as part
of a planning recommendation a specific project for the use of any future developer contribution. If the Cabinet wishes to explore the implementation
of the Levy further, the next stage will be to present a further report to Cabinet with a proposed charging schedule and a set of spending priorities,
and to then consult on this schedule in 2016. The introduction of a CIL would require independent Examination by a Planning Inspector before it can
be adopted for planning purposes. The decision to introduce the CIL would rest with Full Council.

EE1010 Increase job creation in the borough through attracting new private sector
31 March 2016
investment supporting local business growth and increasing business resilience (e.g. in town
centres), ensuring linkages between job creation and skills and employment projects



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
In quarter 3, the RDA received 76 new industrial and commercial property enquiries, of which 39 were from businesses outside the borough, and
28 related to Kingsway Business Park. There were 5 successful relations/expansions of businesses in the manufacturing, engineering, healthcare,
and ICT sectors with one head office function. Two businesses were from outside the borough and were helped by the Council with flexibility over
business rates and one received a grant to purchase new equipment and will create 12 new apprenticeship posts over the next two years. Fifty new
jobs have been created by The Company Shops~ investment at Stakehill. Employment Links, part of the Economic Affairs Team supported the
recruitment process for these jobs. More than 200 new jobs will be created in the borough when Middleton’s Warwick Mill is redeveloped into a
Global Trade Hub with business space, cafes and restaurants. The Chinese investment of £50m has recently secured planning permission from the
Council. Business resilience is helped by the support of the Greater Manchester Business Growth Hub and in particular, the dedicated business
adviser for the borough. It is hoped to extend this role using European Funding matched by the Council for a further 2 years. By becoming more
efficient, businesses increase their resilience, and the borough has the highest financial saving through resource efficiency measures of any other
GM borough following support from the Business Growth Hub. This indicator is on track.
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EE1011 Influencing and local delivery of GM economic and investment policy and
programmes to meet the needs of the borough and contribute to economic improvement in
GM – including Rural broadband roll-out, Working Well, GM Growth Company, and new
powers and flexibilities under the Devolution Agreement

31 March 2016



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
Rochdale Council has been able to influence activity emerging from the Devolution Agreements so far. Examples include: the expansion of the
Working Well employment programme that supports people with health conditions into employment, the changes to the business growth support
following the unexpected announcements in the November Spending Review, such as the immediate end to the Manufacturing Advice Service and
the reform of skills funding for those over 19 including new Advanced Learner Loans...Of significance this quarter is the Area Based Review of post
16 education across GM. The aim is to have efficient, financially viable institutions that provide the skills training needed for employment
opportunities available now and in the future. The review will lead to radical change across GM but in the borough, it is expected that there will be
little change due to a fundamental review having been undertaken in 2007. That formed two clear pathways for post 16 educations namely the
Rochdale 6th Form College and Hopwood Hall College. The review will also assist the Further Education sector deal with significant budget
reductions. We have been able to influence the criteria of the review to ensure that the outcome does not deter young people from continuing their
education, and stress the importance of affordable and good public transport links but also support the need for changes to curriculums to support
economic growth. ..The Get Digital Faster (formerly Rural Broadband roll-out) is ahead of target for delivering fibre enabled cabinets in the borough.
The benefits to business of using superfast broadband are promoted at events and through social media. There are three cabinets which are
logistically very difficult to upgrade and will involve highway restrictions and we are currently assessing how the impact of these can be
minimised...This indicator is on track.

EE1012 To support the preparation by AGMA of the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
as a statutory planning document to identify and manage the supply of housing and
employment land and associated infrastructure to promote and plan for the long term
economic growth of the Greater Manchester conurbation

31 March 2016



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
The GM Spatial Framework will be a new 20 year statutory development plan document for Greater Manchester which will set out the scale and
broad distribution of development which will be needed to accommodate the economic growth ambitions for the conurbation as set out in the Greater
Manchester Strategy. The GM Spatial Framework will sit above the Core Strategy, plan for growth over a longer time period than the Core Strategy
and provide an additional tier of policy making at the local level. AGMA undertook an eight week consultation on a ‘Growth Options’ document and a
‘call for development sites’ which concluded on 11 January 2016. Officers will be working with AGMA to review responses including those
submissions of sites within the Borough where additional development could be accommodated. Comments received along with other ongoing work
will lead to the production of a draft Plan for consultation during autumn 2016. Evidence gathering is underway on a range of issues including
housing and employment land supply, flood risk management and infrastructure to assist the preparation of this draft framework and the assessment
of future growth sites.
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EE2008 Maintain performance above The Planning Guarantee for Planning services.

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
The number of planning applications submitted to the Council remains consistently high, a sign of continued economic investment in the Borough.
Application numbers remained stable in 2015, with a 10% increase on 2013 numbers. The Council has however seen a sharp increase in the
number of major planning applications submitted, with an increase of 18% in 2015. Fee income is predicted to be around £840k for the calendar
year. This is less than 2014 levels but unusually two planning applications in that year brought in £200k alone. The recently published central
government statistics for planning performance confirm that the authority exceeds the targets for a special measures designation, although this is
through the prior agreement of extensions of time with applicants in many cases with a particular pressure around major planning applications. As
such, there will be no loss of decision making or fee refunds. Government targets for decision making on major planning applications have been
tightened this year but the Service remains above this higher target. Further special measures targets around minor planning applications are being
introduced in 2016 to reduce the timescales for determining minor planning applications. The Service will need to meet these revised targets.
Government is also proposing to introduce special measures designations for authorities which have failed to produce a Local Plan by early 2017
and fail to meet their agreed new housing targets. It is unclear how this might affect the Borough and what sanctions would be introduced. However,
Government has stated that it will intervene in those authorities and write plans with local communities in areas where Local Plans are not in place

EE2009 Improve the condition and construction standards of buildings in the borough

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
Income remains slightly above budgetary targets and our market share remains high. The Service has recently won work to undertake numerous fire
risk assessments for Property Services and a number of external clients, which is augmenting service income. Support has been provided in several
situations concerning dangerous buildings within the Borough and the Council has successfully obtained emergency work orders through the Courts
where necessary. The annual safety inspection of Spotland Stadium has also been completed. The service is working collaboratively with Public
Protection on the matter of the former Turner Bros (TBA) asbestos site and we have just completed a partial site survey relating to the safety of the
property and its perimeter defences (fencing). The service has continued to maintain a watching brief of the site and has regular contact with the site
security personnel who have confirmed that there have been no incidents of unauthorised entry into the buildings since the security has been
deployed on the site. The annual safety inspection of Spotland Stadium has also been completed and a report will be forwarded to the stadium
board in due course. Additionally, a match-day safety inspection took place on 24th October and has been reported to the stadium company.
In response to the flooding which occurred within the Borough on 26 December 2015, the service has been heavily involved in a large dangerous
building reported at Whitfield Brow, Littleborough, where a land slip affected the retaining wall to 9 properties and resulted in the houses being
evacuated and alternative accommodation provided. Work is ongoing at the time of writing to manage this incident safely.

EE2010 Co-create and implement a cross-boundary working strategy for AGMA building
control authorities

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
The council is working closely with colleagues across AGMA to explore options for joint working including delivery of a shared Building Control
service across Greater Manchester. The long-term strategy for more collaborative working between GM authorities has yet to be agreed. Meetings
have been held to discuss options of different ways of working. An initial decision to work more co-operatively across Greater Manchester has been
formalised by the signing of a cross-boundary working resource agreement, which enables individual authorities to perform site inspections (under
invitation only) to be completed in another GM authority area – this enables resources and specialisms to be shared as and when needed
throughout the GM Building Control network. Assistance has been offered to Tameside to meet its statutory obligations for issuing decisions/site
inspection. Further discussions are taking place with neighbouring authorities to explore options for further joint working and sharing of expertise.
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EE3001 Deliver a programme of Asset Rationalisation

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver the Asset Strategy and Disposals programme
In progress, but with a risk of non-completion). Potential savings have been identified, with a proportion of the savings having been confirmed as
deliverable. Achieving the full savings target is dependent upon Leadership, Cabinet and Township decisions on potential building closures and
other methods of achieving savings.

EE3002 Increase the Property Disposals Target and contribute to Savings

31 March 2016



31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver the Asset Strategy and Disposals programme
On target for 31 March completion

EE4001 Lead effective strategic partnership working to increase employment levels in the
borough and delivery of local PSR Employment projects.
Objectives: Support Public Service Reform

The latest unemployment figures for Greater Manchester shows Rochdale is 7th position with Oldham, Manchester and Salford having higher levels
of unemployment. This is the lowest level of unemployment in the borough since March 2008. The use of external funding has enabled the
Economic Affairs team to target the boroughs youth unemployment levels and those for whom spoken English skills have been a barrier to
employment. Both these programme have been so successful that the funders have offered funding from other areas of the country to continue the
good work. Data recently released shows an increase in the average wage levels in the borough. Although this still is lower that the resident wage
levels, it is an indication of better quality jobs and the reaction of employers to pay more to attract or retain key skills. Average wage rates for both
residents and employees are still significantly lower than NW (£60pw less) and GB (£100 pw less) averages. Activities to tackle the Low pay issue
across Greater Manchester will be a new policy area for Greater Manchester local authorities during 2016. The Kirkholt Public Service Reform pilot
projects are coming to an end and the final evaluation is due in February 2016. The pilot has resulted in some significant positive outcomes
including reduced demand for crisis services, improved skills and employment, improved participation in learning, reduced instances of domestic
violence (against a national and borough wide increase) and prevention of early death. We are currently working with the evaluators and the Greater
Manchester team to consider proposals for the future of a place based approach following the pilot. This indicator is on track.

EE4002 Lead effective strategic partnership working to increase adult skill levels in the
borough and directly through commissioned skills projects and the Community Champions
programme. Delivery of local PSR Skills projects.

31 March 2016



Objectives: Support Public Service Reform
Skill levels remain a significant challenge for the borough. The borough is 12% point behind the national average for residents with at least a Level 4
qualification (degree level) and 7% points behind the national average of Level 2 qualifications (5 A*-C GCSE level), however, the gap is closing.
Work has been ongoing with partners to ensure that residents can access training that they need and have used local funding to overcome some
national eligibility barriers. The Community Champions programme continues to have skills development at the centre of their support with literacy,
financial literacy and IT skills being the main areas of support. A total of 3650 interventions have taken place with 1788 measurable outcomes
delivered by over 150 volunteer trained champions. On Kirkholt as part of the Public Service Reform pilot, 40 unemployed residents have benefited
from IT, employability and general life skills support, most of whom had never engaged with any support service before and were very much socially
isolated. Some have found employment and all have progressed towards employment through qualifications and work experience. This indictor is
on track.
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Action Plan

Due Date

Status

EE6001 Deliver Rochdale Town Centre Schemes – e.g. Genr8, Rochdale Market

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
Progress has been made with the river reopening – now due for completion in March; the Town Head project – now complete; The Town Hall
Project – an HLF bid was submitted in December; The Wheatsheaf Centre entrance – complete; The Market relocation – a report has been
commissioned on the future of the market and its location; and the Town Centre East/Genr8 scheme – announcements of M&S and Next made in
November with more to come in the New Year, plus progress on the agreements to take forwards the planning application during 2016. I should
mention that although the date for this is March 16 it is of course ongoing and the Genr8 scheme will continue into 16/17 along with the markets and
the Town Hall project

EE6006 Continue to deliver the Middleton and Edgar Wood Townscape Heritage Initiative in
accordance with the THI Board Action Plan

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
Progress on implementing the THI project has accelerated in recent months following the appointment by the Council of a new conservation officer.
Grants totalling £290,000 were approved for the repair and restoration of Conservation Area properties in last quarter, with a pipeline of further
projects for grant approval at the December THI Board totalling £350,000. Work to Redcroft, Edgar Wood’s own house, started on site on 5th
October 2015. This is a key project for the success of the THI. At its next meeting on January 19th the THI Board will be requested to approve
grants for private properties totalling more than £250, 000. The £100,000 Long Street Methodist School project has been developed and will be
rolled in to a larger (£400,000) grant scheme for approval in Spring. This is another key project and significant milestone for the successful delivery
of the THI.

EQ001 Equality & Diversity Policy “No Matter Who”

31 March 2016



Objectives: • Actively developing our services~ approach to equality and diversity..• Ensuring that staff are adequately trained to meet the requirements of the No
Matter Who policy..• Undertaking equality impact assessments, in line with the corporate guidance, and acting on their findings.• Establishing and maintaining
appropriate consultation with community and key stakeholder groups and responding to feedback on services to ensure that our services are appropriate and
sensitive to all our communities.
Ongoing activity

EE6005 Commence implementation of Middleton Town Centre Conservation Area public
realm enhancement scheme

30 September 2015



Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
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Neighbourhoods Directorate Plan 2015-16
Action Plan

Appendix 2

Due Date

Status

30 September 2015



KEY

for actions not on track

for actions not on track due to circumstances outside our control,
for actions that are on track but not yet due for completion
for actions that have been completed

EE1001 Encourage new private homes and development of sites for social housing and
delivery of the Empty Property Programme to maximise the Council’s New Homes Bonus
allocation and meet the Borough housing target as set out within the Core Strategy.
Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough

The Council, ie Planning Services and Strategic Housing, is continuing to work with private landowners, registered provider partners and the Homes
and Communities Agency to encourage and support the development of sites across the borough to meet a range of housing needs. The work
undertaken by the Council helped support the delivery of 476 new homes in the borough between 1st October 2014 and 1st October 2015. This
figure is in excess of the 460 unit target in the Councils draft Core Strategy
There has been significant progress made in bringing forward the development of sites from the Councils Regeneration Sites Programme, with
Keepmoat Homes on site at Furrows Park on Langley and Dean Street in Rochdale, Countryside Properties commencing work on Nile Street in
Rochdale and Gleeson’s Homes starting work on the site of the former Hill Top School
With regards to affordable housing the position at the end of quarter 3 was as follows:
A total of three affordable housing schemes were on site all of which are being developed by registered provider partners. Starts on site are planned
for a further 4 affordable housing schemes in 2015/16. All seven schemes have received grant funding through the Affordable Homes Programme
2015-18
The above schemes will deliver a total of 195 affordable homes the majority of which will be for affordable rent
A further 5 registered provider affordable housing schemes are due to commence in 2016/17.
Empty Properties - The Empty Property Team have continued to assist owners in bringing their empty properties back into use, with almost 600
such properties now returned to occupation. Where appropriate, the Empty Property Team has continued to use enforcement powers to ensure
properties are brought back into use, including Empty Dwelling Management Orders (EDMO) and Enforced sales
To date 53 owners have been served with EDMO notices, of which 17 owners immediately commenced work on their properties, 2 Empty Dwelling
Management Orders have been granted and the remaining 34 are going forward for legal action and
29 owners of empty properties have entered into leasing arrangements with our housing association partners
Over £165,000 owed to the council has been recovered as a direct result of working to bring empty properties back into use
Of the 10 most recent EDMO notices issued, 2 owners have immediately started refurbishing their property, one property is on the market for sale,
two owners are in negotiation with the council and looking at options with only two properties needed to progress with further legal action. The
council has been granted 2 Empty dwelling Management Orders by the Residential Property Tribunal so far this year
New Homes Bonus – The NHB figure generated during this current count year has fallen behind the target figure. The two main contributory strands,
long term empty properties back into use and registered and occupied new homes, have both failed to reach their projected outputs. The shortfall in
actual NHB and Affordable Housing Premium against target is £405k. The numbers achieved, set against budget targets, are shown in the table
below
Budget target figure Actual achieved Shortfall
Reduction in long term empty properties
300
38
262
Increase in stock through New Build
512
453
59
Number of affordable homes
200
155
45
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Action Plan

Due Date

Status

The financial impact of these outputs is shown in the table below
New Homes Bonus Forecast Budget target Actual Output Variation
Total stock (incl new build)
£669,000
£619,746
-£49,254
Empty properties
£391,000
£50,780
-£340,220
Affordable Housing Premium
£70,000
£54,250
-£15,750
Total
£1,130,000
£724,776
-£405,224
The two main contributory factors have been developers have not completed as many properties as was originally envisaged by the count date and
that there are significantly more properties being offered for sale with vacant possession than in previous years, the majority of which have not sold
within the first six months of becoming empty.
A comprehensive action plan has been generated to address the issues that became apparent as the New Homes Bonus count year came to a
close in October and it is expected that the planned actions, along with the facilities being made available for the owners of empty properties, will
have a significant impact on the number of properties that are empty at the time of the next count (October 2016). The action plan also contains
actions to assess developer confidence and seeks to maximise new build activities.

EE1002 Formulate 5-10 year Residential Growth Strategy for the borough which links into the 31 July 2015
Greater Manchester Place Initiative



Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
The Council is working with private landowners, partners and the Homes and Communities Agency to bring forward a number of sites to meet a
variety of accommodation needs across the Borough, including the promotion of Council land for development and the reassessment of stalled sites
to ensure scheme viability. This has resulted in over 450 new homes built in the period between 31st October 2014 and 31st October 2015.
Officers are having regular meetings with major developers to review progress on sites and identify further opportunities. Work has recently
commenced on Nile Street and the former Hilltop School site in Rochdale. Following Committee approval and completion of a legal agreement, it is
hoped to grant planning permission for over 300 units on the former British Vita site in East Middleton in early 2016. Planning permission was
granted for around 100 units on the Lakeland Court site, Langley with works due to commence in early 2016. Work is also progressing to bring
forward further Council land for residential development.
The Council is awaiting the Planning Inspector’s view into the soundness of the Core Strategy, in particular whether uplift in the requirement to build
a minimum of 460 new homes per annum will adequately meet housing needs. A further response is expected during January 2016. AGMA is
currently preparing a new planning document setting out the scale of housing growth and land which will be required to meet that growth until 2035 –
the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework. AGMA recently undertook an eight week consultation on a ‘Growth Options’ document and a ‘call for
development sites~ which concluded on 11 January 2016. Officers will be working with AGMA to review responses including those submissions of
sites within the Borough where additional development could reasonably be accommodated, on both Council and privately owned sites. This work
will inform a pipeline of sites to meet housing needs in the short, medium and longer term. It is also proposed to review these sites to identify sites
where delivery may be accelerated through the planning system or with financial support such as the GM Housing Investment Fund.
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CS1018 Coroner Expenditure

31 August 2015













Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Coroners and Registrars
A tendering process for Toxicology across Greater Manchester has not been completed and has been delayed waiting for resources from STaR
procurement. This work has now been authorized to proceed by STaR and will commence shortly. A draft SLA has been agreed with the Pennine
Acute Trust to improve the service delivery to the Coroner to assist with the efficiency of the back office processes. This will lead to quarterly review
meetings to ensure that the efficiency issues identified will be achieved.

EE2006 Deliver quarterly Township report process to encourage and support further member 31 August 2015
involvement on the delivery of Environmental Management delivery activities, focused on
individual township priorities and objectives
Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
This process has been deferred to 16/17 due to delayed implementation of corporate framework following peer review. ..New Objective to produce
bespoke EM performance report to be included in the Directorate Plan for 2016/17.

EE1003 Support Neighbourhood Regeneration on the Langley Estate through delivery of new 31 December 2015
housing schemes at Furrows Park, Langley Central Core and Bowness Road.
Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
All three schemes are private schemes and are outside control of the Council
Furrows Park: Keepmoat Homes are continuing to make significant progress with the construction of new homes for sale on the Furrows
Park/Martindale Crescent site in Middleton. The position as at the end of November 2015 on the Furrows Park development was as follows
• Of the 108 properties to be developed on the site 48 were completed
• 31 properties were under construction
• 47 properties had been sold
Latrigg Crescent: The position on the Lovells Development as at the end of November 2015 was as follows:
• 7 Reservations
• 8 Exchanges
• 3 Completions
Lovells are currently forecasting 32 completions in 2016, this however is dependent on the level of sales
Langley Central Core Site – Planning approval for the Riverside Groups Older Persons Extra Care Housing Scheme was granted on 17th December
2015. . Mulberry Homes who are developing the scheme on behalf of Riverside are intending to commence on site in February 2016. The contract
period for the development is 18 months.
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EE1005 Design and build Junction 19 Link Road and Hareshill road Improvements to facilitate 31 March 2016
growth in residential and employment in Heywood as agreed and supported by the Combined
Authority and the GM Growth strategy.

Status









Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough
The Private Sector and RBC have received Legal Counsel advice for progressing land acquisitions and the planning process. To enable the
planning application submission 2016, with reduced period and levels of consultation and CPO, the proposal is for one developer application,
identifying areas for housing and the route of the road. Details of the infrastructure (housing type, drainage, lighting, detailed construction standards)
dealt with as reserved matters /conditions. Whilst land negotiations are under review, and to reduce the period of consultation and CPO, two routes
are being progressed through detailed design. These are to the south of Hareshill Road within the green belt and to the north on developed land
currently used by the HM Revenue and Customs. This action has a 2017 target date but due to circumstances outside our control we are slightly
behind timescale but this will be pulled back by the long term completion date

EE2007 Explore options for shared services across highways with TFGM and other GM
districts in order to contribute to savings, resilience and delivery. This work links to the GM
Devolved decision announcement.

31 March 2016

Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
Outline Business Case approved by Chief Executive and now released to staff for engagement. Preparation of Full Business Case commenced and
scheduled for Member approval June 2016. Go Live expected to be within 9 months following member approval which suggest April 2017.
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Status

CS1003 Events

31 March 2015



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Prevention, Cohesion and Regulation


Ref

Name

Due

CS1003c

Review and streamline event process

31 October 2015



Initial work has been completed and will be considered at the Safety Advisory Group in January 16 prior to further consultation with the portfolio holder


CS1003a

Provide the council with an ability to regulate and encourage successful
events - Review services provided associated with Events

31 January 2016



Quarter 3 is a busy period with a large number of bonfire and festive events. These included township bonfires, local carol services and activities outside
Number One Riverside. ..These were successful and will be reviewed at Safety Advisory Group meeting on January 16.


CS1003b

Keep event notification and Safety Advisory Group under review

31 March 2016



Safety Advisory Group continues to meet on a monthly basis. Efforts have been made to strengthen membership which should be of benefit in quarter 4


CS1003d

Provide lists and action plans for high quality and diverse events held
through the Borough

31 March 2016



On track for completion

CS1004 Response service to cope effectively to emergency incidents both inside and outside 31 January 2016
the Council



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Prevention, Cohesion and Regulation


Ref

Name

Due

CS1004a

Review service to assure this remains a highly regarded and effective 31 January 2016
service.



The service played a key role in the Council’s response to the Boxing Day floods with officers heavily involved in coordinating the recovery
process. A formal debrief will take place early in quarter 4. In addition the service continues to plan for Winter resilience
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Status

CS1001 Effective Rochdale Safer Communities Partnership (RSCP)

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Prevention, Cohesion and Regulation


Ref

Name

Due

CS1001b

Identify the benefits and risks associated with the provision of the
Safer Communities Service

31 October 2015



31 March 2016



A consultation exercise is currently taking place with regard to possible efficiency savings


CS1001a

Ensure the RSCP achieves the performance defined in its strategy to
make the borough a safer place in line with the RSCP 7 strategic
objectives

The Rochdale Safer Communities Partnership (RSCP) continues to make reasonable progress across all of its performance indicators.
(Although there has been a rise in victim based crime). The RSCP performance board have looked at the performance in detail and have
identified corrective action


CS1001d

Ensure the RSCP continues to meet its statutory guidance and
delivers on its current high level priorities

31 March 2016



The Rochdale Safer Communities Partnership (RSCP) has conducted a self-assessment and improvement plan to ensure it meet its statutory
obligations. The RSCP performance board is overseeing the implementation of the improvement plan


CS1001c

Publish Safer Communities Strategy for 2015-18

31 October 2015

CS1002 Reduce the amount of Crime and Anti-Social Behaviour (ASB)

31 March 2016







Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Prevention, Cohesion and Regulation


Ref

Name

Due

CS1002a

Complete tactical and strategic Action Plan

31 March 2016



2015/16 Rochdale Safer Communities Partnership action plans ongoing and monitored via priority groups. ..Tactical Multi-agency plans are
developed on a monthly basis for referrals to ASB multi-agency forums ie Case Intervention Group, ASB Risk Assessment Conference


CS1002b
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Status

CS1005 Improve Customer & Community Access to services

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1005b

Deliver 2015-16 action plan

31 March 2016



31 March 2016



Review strategy and produce 2016-17 action plan for review and sign- 31 March 2016
off



Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1005c

Report on 2015-16 actions

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1005d

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1005a

Produce Customer and Community Access Strategy and 2015-16
action plan for review and sign-off

31 October 2015

CS1006 Improve and modernise our access channels

31 March 2016







Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1006b

Deliver 2015-16 Digital, Contact Centre and Face-to-Face action plans 31 March 2016
to improve access to services and support channel shift agenda



Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1006c

31 March 2016



Review strategy and produce 2016-17 action plan for review and sign- 31 March 2016
off



Report on 2015-16 actions

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1006d

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1006a
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Status

CS1007 Increase digital skills, support and access in our communities

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1007a

Produce Digital Inclusion Strategy and 2015-16 action plan

31 October 2015





In December 2015, Rochdale Council became an official member of the UK Digital Inclusion Charter. Digital Inclusion Action plan produced.
The plan increases support available for residents and communities, including through funding bids. The Digital Inclusion Working Party has
been remodelled to bring together the work of all sectors including the 3rd sector, including a volunteer digital champion’s sub-group. The
2016 Digital Festival will be held on February 27th. This will include the official launch of MyAccount and showcase the range of support
across the borough. The Digital Strategy 2016-17 will be produced in the 4th quarter.


CS1007b

Deliver 2015-16 action plan to maximise public access and improve
digital support, skills and training to residents/communities

31 March 2016



Action plan produced and implementation has commenced. ..Digital Festival will take place on February 27th..


CS1007c

31 March 2016



Review strategy and produce 2016-17 action plan for review and sign- 31 March 2016
off



Report on 2015-16 actions

This will be completed in the 4th quarter...


CS1007d

This will be completed in the 4th quarter...

CS1009 Listen to, involve and understand our customers to drive improvement

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1009b

Deliver 2015-16 action plan to improve customer access and service
delivery through improved collection and utilisation of customer
insight, engagement and feedback

31 March 2016



31 March 2016



Review strategy and produce 2016-17 action plan for review and sign- 31 March 2016
off



Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1009c

Report on 2015-16 actions

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1009d

Action is on target and due for completion by 31st March 2016


CS1009a
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Due Date

Status

CS1010 Library Strategy

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1010a

Deliver all actions in 2015-16 ‘Strategy for Libraries

31 March 2016



The Library Strategy has been written. ..The action plan contained within the strategy is being implemented and adapted. ..Most actions are
completed or partially completed...

CS1011 Advice Contract

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1011b

Identify opportunities to achieve a better value for money Contract
from April 2016

31 January 2016



Draft amended specification has been produced and is being discussed with Members in quarter 4.


CS1011a

Regularly monitor the Advice contract to ensure the requirements are 31 March 2016
met, and an improved service delivered



Rochdale Citizens Advice bureau (the current suppliers of the Advice contract) have dealt with more clients in the first nine months of 2015-16
than in any previous nine month period. Reporting methods have been improved. ..Rochdale CAB attended O+S in December 2015 and were
complemented on their delivery of the Advice Contract and improvements in recent years...

CS1012 Devolution to Townships

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1012a

Consult, scope and present options for new models to deliver
Community Services (including Community Hubs, Townships and
neighbourhood working)

31 December 2015





Options for consideration are currently being discussed amongst senior leaders and portfolio holders and awaiting their proposals for the way
forward.


CS1012b

31 March 2016



Develop Township plans for each Township in the Borough and agree 31 March 2016
each one with elected members. Implement throughout the year



Agree with Senior Leaders and elected members preferred option for
devolution and provision of community services, including business
case options

Options for consideration are currently being discussed amongst senior leaders and portfolio holders.


CS1012c

Discussions will take place in February with the Portfolio Holder and Township Chairs with regard to the process for developing a three-year
Townships Plan in line with the Corporate Plan.
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Due Date

Status

CS1013 Support for the Armed Forces

31 March 2016



Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Customer and Community Access


Ref

Name

Due

CS1013c

Determine how to mainstream our current armed services support

31 December 2015





Options for mainstreaming are being considered. Armed Forces Officer contract expired but has now been extended and exit strategy being
developed for when contract ends.


CS1013b

Hold events across the Borough in recognition of the contribution the 31 March 2016
armed forces makes to the Borough



A number of events have been held across the borough which recognises the contribution the armed forces make to our borough. A full report
on all armed forces work carried out has been written and presented to each Township Committee. ..The role of the dedicated Armed Forces
Support Worker has been extended until 31st March 2016...


CS1013a

Provide advice and support to serving and ex-armed forces personnel 31 March 2016
and their families



Support and advice to serving and ex armed forces personnel and their families continues to be provided.

EE2004 Deliver Street Lighting Contract (EON) –Finalising CIP and preparation for
maintenance phase

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
The street lighting five year replacement programme is now in its final year. Eon has employed additional resources to accelerate the replacement
works. As of December 2015, 23,936 new street lights and illuminated signs had been installed with milestone nine (of 10) being achieved; this
equates to approximately 97% of the equipment to replace under the Core Investment Programme. The final milestone is to be completed by July
2016; however Eon are on target to complete the works ahead of program. Members at Informal Cabinet and Overview and Scrutiny have
commented that they have seen a marked improvement in the service since the Service Provider’s management has been replaced.

EE2011 Environmental Quality Inspections

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
These are to be reported from Quarter 4 2015/16 as a new indicator. Performance information is currently being gathered and Inspection process is
now in place.

EE2012 Service Failure and Advice Demand

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services
Data and gathering methodology was only agreed in Quarter 3 so reporting of this data will be from Quarter 4 results.
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Due Date

Status

EE3003 Secure and maintain objectives in the Transport Asset Management Plan by
delivering the capital programme for 2015-16

31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver the Asset Strategy and Disposals programme
Townhead. Complete. Stage 3 safety audit works implementation by spring 2016.Town Centre. Contribution for the highway element of the River
opening provided 2015.Station Gateway. Completion Spring 2016.Cycle Hub /Cycle Links, Cycle Hub completion Spring 2016 (TfGM contractor)
and minor works Summer 2016.Town Centre Connectivity. Baillie Street on site spring/summer 2016 with 6 maximum month construction. Lincoln
Close link road Land acquisitions required are agreed and should be completed spring. ..Aiming for full construction and completion within 16/17.

EE5001 Develop Alternative Delivery Models for Environmental Management and Facilities
Management.

31 March 2016



Objectives: Explore and Develop Alternative Delivery Models for Service Delivery
On target - Further to the last update works have progressed with delivery changes both in EM and FM that has led to significant changes,
efficiencies and improved service deliveries ensuring that all potential savings are to the benefit of the Council. This will require a change in
management reporting and divisional delivery. As stated in the update in October 15, Rochdale BC continues to deliver some FM service
disjointedly; subsequently the internal review is underway. All identified saving have been forwarded into the16-17 efficiency proposal and are
under consultation

EE6004 Commence redevelopment of the Strand Shopping Parade on the Kirkholt Estate

31 March 2016



31 March 2016



Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget
On Target

EQ1 Equality & Diversity Policy “No Matter Who”

Objectives: • Actively developing our services~ approach to equality and diversity..• Ensuring that staff are adequately trained to meet the requirements of the No
Matter Who policy..• Undertaking equality impact assessments, in line with the corporate guidance, and acting on their findings.• Establishing and maintaining
appropriate consultation with community and key stakeholder groups and responding to feedback on services to ensure that our services are appropriate and
sensitive to all our communities.

EE1008b Develop and Maintain Effective Client role for RBH (Stock Transfer Agreement,
Regeneration Priorities, Homeless Contract)

31 March 2016









Objectives: Promoting Regeneration and the Economic growth of the Borough

CS1019 Supporting the Home Office and Immigration Services and GMP with Sham Marriages 31 July 2015
and People Trafficking
Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Coroners and Registrars
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Due Date

Status

CS1021 Creating on-line booking facilities for the Registration of Birth and Death
appointments

31 August 2015









30 September 2015





31 October 2015





31 March 2016





EE2003 Improve Recycling and Participation - deliver a number of initiatives over the coming 31 March 2016
12 months to increase participation and recycling rates and to support the roll out of the new
collection Policy.









Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Coroners and Registrars

CS1020 Developing and promoting the use of the Roche Suite and the Town Hall for wedding 30 September 2015
ceremonies
Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Coroners and Registrars

EE6003 Complete new Cemetery at Denehurst Park
Objectives: Deliver major capital programmes on time and on budget

CS1017 Hosting the Coroners service across Rochdale, Oldham and Bury
Objectives: CUSTOMERS, COMMUNITIES AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE: Coroners and Registrars

EE2002 Implement Waste Review including Terms and Conditions
Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services

Objectives: Deliver high quality Universal Services

EE5002 Test models currently in place within the Environmental Management Service with a
view to concentrating on the core business and develop Alternative Delivery Models where
appropriate for implementation in 2016/17

31 March 2016

Objectives: Explore and Develop Alternative Delivery Models for Service Delivery
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1

Purpose of the report

1.1

To inform Members of the current progress in the joint preparation by the Association
of Greater Manchester Authorities (AGMA) of the Greater Manchester Spatial
Framework (the GMSF) as a new statutory development planning document to guide
spatial planning across the city region until 2035.

1.2

To inform Members of the current consultation which is taking place on a draft vision,
strategic objectives and growth options for the GMSF and the opportunities for
communities, businesses and elected Members to engage in this process.

2

Recommendations

2.1

Following the Greater Manchester agreement of November 2014 providing a directly
elected Mayor with spatial planning powers across the city region, Members are
requested to note the progress being made in the preparation of the Greater
Manchester Spatial Framework as a statutory planning document which will guide
future spatial planning and decision making across the Borough and wider city region.

2.2

Members are requested to note the consultation presently taking place across Greater
Manchester to inform the publication of a draft Greater Manchester Spatial Framework
during the autumn of 2016.

3

Background

3.1

The announcement on the 3 November 2014 of the Greater Manchester Agreement
and the move to directly elected leadership for Greater Manchester has implications
for spatial planning across the city region. The directly elected mayor would have new
responsibilities for strategic planning, including the power to create a statutory spatial
framework for Greater Manchester – the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework. This

will act as “the framework for managing planning across Greater Manchester and will
need to be approved by unanimous vote of the Mayor’s cabinet.” The GM Council’s
would be consulted at key stages of the preparation of this document. Legislation is
required to enable these changes. It is anticipated that the first city region Mayoral
election will take place in early 2017.
3.2

In support of this work, Full Council and Cabinet agreed at their meetings of 21st
January and 2nd February 2015 respectively to delegate the preparation of the GM
Spatial Framework to the AGMA Executive Board. AGMA has recently commenced
an initial stage of consultation on the preparation of the GM Spatial Framework. This
consultation, which is based on the most up to date estimates of population growth
and market forecasts, seeks views on the vision for the document, a set of strategic
objectives and the scale and distribution of growth to be planned for across Greater
Manchester to meet our economic growth ambitions for the city region.
What is the Greater Manchester Spatial Framework (GMSF)?

3.3

The GMSF will enable the GM Districts to take an informed, integrated approach to
spatial planning across the conurbation, based on a clear understanding of the role of
our places and the connections between them. It will provide a framework to manage
the supply of land across Greater Manchester to deliver sustainable growth over a 20
year period to meet our population growth, ensuring GM is able to meet current and
emerging occupier demand to support a market facing strategy for housing and
employment growth.

3.4

The GMSF will as a minimum:


Determine the amount and distribution of land which will be needed for new homes
and employment development over the next 20 years, as well as identify broad
locations or areas for development across Greater Manchester



Identify infrastructure (such as transport links and community facilities) required to
support development in those locations



Identify ways that we can protect the city-region’s green space alongside
development so that we develop great places where people want to live, work and
visit.



Ensure that all Districts share the benefits of economic growth

What is the Strategic Options Consultation?
3.5

The Strategic Options document sets out:





A draft vision and ambition for Greater Manchester;
Outlines a strategic approach and objectives;
A range of growth options; and
A number of supporting background papers:
o
Area of Assessment
o
Economic Development Needs Assessment
o
Objectively Assessed Housing Need
o
Infrastructure and Environment
o
Integrated Assessment

3.6

Whilst this consultation is being led by AGMA, the Council has a facilitation role and
has also consulted those parties registered on its planning policy consultation
database. The consultation document includes a series of questions to act as a
prompt for the areas Members and other interested parties may wish to comment
upon. The consultation will run from the 9th November until 11th January 2016.
Running alongside the consultation is a Greater Manchester ‘Call for Sites’ exercise to
identify suitable sites for development recognising that there will be a need for
additional sites to be identified to fill any shortfall in land supply.
Scale of employment and housing growth to be planned within the GMSF?

3.7

One of the most important decisions that the GMSF will make relates to the overall
scale of growth that should be planned for across GM for the period up to 2035. This
will directly influence the amount of new housing and employment floor space that will
need to be accommodated across GM and within each of its ten districts. This will
need to balance a wide range of economic, social and environmental objectives, so
that Greater Manchester has a genuinely ‘sustainable’ future in every sense of the
word.

3.8

The various pieces of evidence base produced to inform the GMSF Strategic Options
document identify three options which cover a broad range of future growth levels.
These are:

Option 1
152,800 net additional
dwellings / 7,300 per annum
2,526,000sqm of new
industrial and warehousing
floorspace / 120,300sqm per
annum

Option 2
217,350 net additional
dwellings / 10,350 per
annum
3,452,000sqm of new
industrial and warehousing
floorspace / 164,400sqm per
annum

Option 3
336,000 net additional
dwellings / 16,000 per
annum
4,050,000sqm of new
industrial and warehousing
floorspace / 192,900sqm per
annum

2,573,300sqm of new office
floorspace / 122,500sqm per
annum
Significantly lower level of
development than is
necessary to meet identified
need. Would constrain the
level of economic growth
however no additional sites
required.

2,399,000sqm of new office
floorspace / 114,200sqm per
annum
Sufficient sites to
accommodate office
development required.
Significant shortfall in
housing and industry /
warehousing – resulting in
need for additional sites.

2,725,000sqm of new office
floorspace / 129,800sqm per
annum
Very challenging. Requires
the release of large areas of
land outside the urban area.

3.9

The consultation report concludes that, across Greater Manchester, we should be
planning for the delivery of option 2 over the period 2014-2035, referred to as the
‘objectively assessed need’:




217,350 net additional dwellings, which equates to an average of 10,350 net
additional dwellings per annum;
3,452,000sqm of new industrial and warehousing floor space, which equates to an
average of just under 164,400sqm per annum; and
2,399,000sqm of new office floor space, which equates to an average of just over
114,200sqm per annum.

Summary of Key Issues for the Borough
3.10

The evidence prepared suggests levels of housing need across Greater Manchester
will be significantly higher than the current housing requirements set out within the
Districts existing local plans or strategies. It also suggests that there is a limited
opportunity to redistribute housing needs across Districts, albeit any opportunity to
redistribute jobs growth around GM with improved orbital accessibility will have
housing implications. In the case of Rochdale, our evidence of housing need was
updated in 2014 in support of our Core Strategy. This suggested a Boroughwide need
for an uplifted figure of 460 new homes per annum. This annual target was presented
to the Planning Inspector through a Public Examination earlier this year. The Council
awaits the Inspector’s conclusions on this issue.

3.11

The Core Strategy seeks to manage the supply of land for housing and employment
over a period until 2028. Given the GMSF will seek to manage land over a longer
period, it is inevitable the GMSF will require the identification of additional land to that
which already forms part of the borough’s housing and employment land supply.

3.12

The existing supply of, and potential opportunities for, additional, industry and
warehousing land are presently skewed towards the west / south-west of Greater
Manchester resulting in the danger of a continuing and uneven pattern of economic
growth and highlighting the lack of opportunities in the north and east (including
Rochdale).

3.13

The strategic approach therefore highlights the need to build on the potential
opportunities afforded by devolution and initiatives such as the Northern Powerhouse
to enhance the economic role of Greater Manchester (including Rochdale Borough).
The consultation document suggests this will require major interventions to exploit this
potential and transform the growth prospects of areas to the north and east of the
Greater Manchester conurbation in terms of both employment and housing. The
Borough is strategically well placed to exploit this opportunity for greater connectivity
lying between the major cities of Manchester and Leeds.

3.14

Transport infrastructure will be a high priority both in terms of improvements to the
strategic road and rail networks and orbital connectivity to ensure the Borough’s
residents have access to the key areas of economic growth. Opportunities to improve
public transport and accessibility to major employment areas across GM should be
exploited.

3.15

The consultation document states that Greater Manchester recognises the importance
of Green Belt and usable green space in creating neighbourhoods where people want
to live and the strategic approach set out within the GMSF prioritises the reuse and
redevelopment of existing buildings and brownfield land. However, to develop a full
view of current and future land use within Greater Manchester, AGMA will be carrying
out an assessment of all types of land. This includes an assessment of current Green
Belt land. The assessment will look at land currently designated as Green Belt across
all Districts to see how well it performs against the Green Belt purposes. It will also
look at areas of land not currently designated as Green Belt to assess whether they
should be having regard to those purposes. It will be just one part of a wide range of
evidence which will be used to develop options for the draft Greater Manchester
Spatial Framework which will be published for consultation in late 2016.

Timetable for the preparation of the GM Spatial Framework
3.16

The current timetable is as follows:





Vision and draft strategic options consultation in November 2015 – January 2016
Draft GMSF – issued for consultation autumn 2016
Publication of the GMSF - for submission to Secretary of State in summer 2017
Final adoption of GMSF following an examination in public – late 2018

Relationship between the GM Spatial Framework and Core Strategy
3.17

The Council is awaiting the Inspector’s report into the Core Strategy which will, along
with a subsequent Allocations Plan, replace the existing Unitary Development Plan. It
is hoped that, subject to any modifications which may be required by the Inspector, the
Core Strategy can be reported to Full Council for adoption in early 2016. This would
then become the adopted planning framework for Rochdale Borough during the
preparation of the GMSF. However, dependent upon the levels of growth proposed
within the GMSF, there may be a resultant need for the Council to review the Core
Strategy policies to take account of any suggested housing and economic growth
requirement for the borough.

3.18

The GMSF may identify broad locations or ‘strategic GM sites’ where growth at
significant scale could be accommodated. However, the precise boundaries of any
allocations would need to be agreed at a local level. Any necessary review of the
Core Strategy (including the preparation of a Site Allocations document setting out
how and where the policies within the Core Strategy would be met) could, in the case
of Rochdale, run alongside the preparation of the GMSF. This would allow for the
adoption of the GMSF and an allocations plan concurrently.
Once we have the clarity on the Core Strategy a revised timetable for the preparation
of an Allocations Plan will be presented.
Public and Stakeholder Consultation

3.19

Consultation will take place from 9th November through to 11th January 2016.
To find out more:





Visit www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/GMSF. This includes more background
information on the GMSF as well as guidance on how to submit comments or
suggest sites;
email GMSF@agma.gov.uk; or
contact officers within the Council’s Planning service

4

Financial Implications

4.1

There are no specific financial implications arising from this report.

5

Legal Implications

5.1

There are no specific legal implications arising from this report. The consultation on

the GMSF is being undertaken on the Council’s behalf by AGMA. The production of
local plans is governed principally by the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004
(as amended), the appropriate secondary legislation being the Town and Country
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012 (as amended) as well as any
associated guidance that authorities are required to have regard to. The report outlines
to some extent those functions that must, by law, be retained by the ten individual
AGMA authorities in relation to a proposed joint DPD.
6

Corporate Priorities

6.1

The Greater Manchester Spatial Framework will inform the Council’s future spatial,
environmental, land use and infrastructure policy framework for delivering its corporate
and strategic priorities as set out in the Council’s Corporate Plan and Blueprint for
prosperity, people and place, together with those within the Greater Manchester
agreement.

7.

Risk Assessment Implications

7.1

The preparation of a strategic spatial planning document forms part of the Greater
Manchester agreement. The Council, together with the other nine GM Districts has
resolved to jointly prepare this statutory planning document and to delegate work in
preparing this document to the AGMA Executive Board. There are no specific risks
arising from this report. There is a statutory duty to cooperate and work collaboratively
with adjoining Local Planning Authority on strategic planning matters as set out within
national planning advice. These include those mattes falling within the scope of the
Greater Manchester Framework. Any risks arising from the later preparation of the
GMSF will be reported to Members of the Council’s relevant Committees at that time.

8.

Equalities Impacts

8.1

Workforce Equality Impacts Assessment
There are no workforce equality issues arising specifically from this report.

Background Papers
Document
Place of Inspection
A number of documents supporting the
GMSF consultation are available through the
AGMA website or can be made available for
www.greatermanchester-ca.gov.uk/GMSF;
Members via the Planning service.
Reports to Full Council of 21st January 2015
and Cabinet on 2nd February 2015 on the
preparation and adoption of the GMSF

